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• Questionable files

• Maine Bureau of Liquor Enforcement

Porn on

Undercover agents to stake out liquor stores

Public Safety
machine

Staff Writer

By Sam Bailey
Staff Writer
The Maine Campus has
learned that in at least a few cases, Department of Public Safety
computers were doing more than
helping operators with incoming
calls.
In two separate cases illegally copied software and pornographic pictures were found on
911 stations A and B, the Apple
Macintosh computers used by 911
operators.
The photographs varied in
content,however there were photographs involving what appear
to be underage women,and there
was also a photograph explicitly
depicting bestiality.
According to James Hersey,
an Internet expert, there are several ways of obtaining pornographic photographs electronically.
"You can pull then down from
netnews (an Internet service) in
the alt groups," he said."You can
also get them from other places."
The questionable software
discovered on the hard disk included a game called SimCity
2000. It is not possible to tell
definitively the source of the
game, but because of the serial
number and registration information, it appears to have been origSee POLICE on page 4

By F. J. Gallagher

The Maine Bureau of Liquor
Enforcement has a welcome-back
present for this year's returning
students.
Shortly after Oct. 1, the bureau
will initiate an operation called
"Officers As Agents." The operation, aimed at thwarting underage
drinkers,involves the use of video
cameras and undercover MBLE
agents deployed in beverage outlets.
"This is a response to an ongoing problem," MBLE Associate
Director Lt. Richard Allen said.
"In the past, the worst that has
happened to the kid is a $100 fine
or so. What we want to do is arrest
this underage person as someone
attempting to break the law."
A typical setup for the maneuver willinvolve two officers,Allen
said. One will be inside the store,
watching the requests for identification, and the other outside the
premises watching for"procurers."
Procurers purchase beer for underage drinkers.
"We're aiming this at the person who knows he's breaking the
law," Allen said.
Allen stated the campaign involved the placement of fluorescent green signs in more than 2000
beverage store windows, alerting
customers to the fact that undercover agents may be present and
all transactions are subject to videotaping for law enforcement purposes.

Allen said participation in the
operation is voluntary,butthat most
store owners seem to be cooperating.
"With only 19 agents out there,
obviously not everybody violating
the law will be caught," Allen said.
"We're hoping the signs will have
a deterrent effect."
Beverage Warehouse owner
Brian Burby said his establishment
would let the MBLE monitor his
parking lot, but he didn't think
there would be much action.
"Nobody wants to sell to minors," Burby said."We do every-

• Enrollement

thing possible to make sure the
"If it(the videotaping) was for
person is of age."
security purposes, like theft or
Burby said his cashiers have something,I could see it," he said.
confiscated more than their share "But it seems like it's a George
of fake ID's, and that all are very Orwell, big brother kind of thing."
Hall buys beer once or twice a
aware of the problem of underage
week,and declined to say if he had
drinking.
"Kids with fake ID's are amaz- ever furnished alcoholic beveragingly stupid," he said."There's an es to minors.
ignorance about them that is be"Ifirmly believe that the matter
of when an individual begins drinkyond compare."
The plans for incognito offic- ing is a matter of personal choice,"
ers at the point of purchase make Hall said."It's a family thing. This
University of Maine graduate stu- is simply one more example of
dent and beer drinker Russell Hall government interference where
a bit nervous.
there should be none."

•Gay Rights

New student population small, smart Anti-gay referendem may
UMaine average SAT scores compared to
national and state averages
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By Claudia Trent
Special to The Maine Campus

affect Maine students

See FIRST YEAR on page 6

two weeks ago. If certified, the following question would be placed on
the state ballot in November of 1995.
"Do you favor the changes in
The rights of students protected
under the sexual orientation classifi- Mainelaw limiting protected classification ofthe school's non-discrimina- cationsinfuture state and locallawsto
tion policy may be threatened if a race, color, sex, physical or mental
state-wideorganization gets areferen- disability, religion,age,ancestry, national origin,familial status and mardum question on the 1995 ballot.
Concerned Maine Families,a po- ital status and repealing existing laws
litical action committee headed by which expand these classifications as
Carolyn Cosby ofPortland,delivered proposed by citizen petition?" Dr.
ten boxes of petitions, which Cosby Suzanne Estler,director ofUMaine's
claimed contained 66,502 signatures, Equal Opportunity program said in an
to the Secretary of State in Augusta
See RIGHTS on page 5

• Editorial

• National

By Malcolm Smith

The 1994 fall enrollment of
first year students at the University of Maine's Orono campus is
lower than it was in 1993,
UMaine President Frederick
Hutchinson said at a press conference Thursday, Sept. 1.
Overall,the number offirst year
students entering UMaine this semester as is expected to be 1,534,
nearly 300 below last year's number.
"That reduction reflects two im-

Staff Writer
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Briefs
• IRA

Britain

• Despite doubts Britain relaxes security in N. Ireland
• Vatican allies take tough stance at U.N. meeting
• Nigerian military ruler proclaims absolute power
• World Population

relaxes security

Abortion compromise unravels

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — Despite continuing doubts that the Irish
CAIRO,Egypt(AP)—A hard-fought compromise on abortion unraveled at the
Republican Army has laid down arms forever, Britain said Wednesday it is relaxing
U.N. population conference Wednesday under an assault by allies of the Vatican,
security in Northern Ireland.
which drew increasing criticism for its tough stance at the meeting.
On the seventh day of the IRA cease-fire, British Prime Minister John Major said,
Many delegates complained that the fight over abortion-related wording in a single
"Gradually,it is being made a little clearer that perhaps this is notjustatemporary cease-fire." paragraph of a 113-page policy document on slowing the world's population growth has
"But," he added, "it isn't clear yet."
distracted the conference from other important issues.
In Shannon, Ireland, Vice President Al Gore met with Irish Prime Minister Albert
The policy statement does not require blanket unanimous approval,and the Vatican did
Reynolds and then indicated he accepted Reynolds'judgment that the IRA's 24-year war not support documents issued by U.N. conferences in 1974 and 1984. Great effort is being
against British rule in Northern Ireland was over.
made to reach compromise because the United Nations likes consensus when issuing longGore also urged Protestant unionists in Northern Ireland to trust Reynolds in his effort to term goals.
work out a peaceful solution to the province's sectarian strife.
Whatever statement is finally adopted will not be binding on any nation, but such U.N.
"He is a man of his word,totally and absolutely. And I would encourage anyone to make documents influence national and international policies. The Vatican has a delegation
a decision on participation on that basis," Gore said.
because it is a permanent observer at the United Nations.
In launching a new effort to find a peaceful solution, Reynolds and Major pledged last
Hours after the compromise fell apart, the Vatican's chief delegate delivered a tough
December thatthey would notimplementany settlement unless it was acceptable to a majority ,speech attacking the draft of a plan of action for curbing world population growth over the
of Northern Ireland's people.
next 20 years.
Once Major is satisfied that the IRA cease-fire is permanent,Britain has promised to meet
Archbishop Renato Martino said that if adopted as is, the text "would endorse
with the guerrillas' political allies in the Sinn Fein party to discuss terms forjoining all-party pregnancy termination without setting any limits" and might make access to abortions an
negotiations.
international right.
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• Nigeria

Justice minister
threatens to resign
LAGOS, Nigeria(AP) — In a sign of splits within
Nigeria's military government, the justice minister denounced the regime's harsh new decrees as illegal and
warned the edicts "sweep away all our liberties."
Military ruler Gen. Sani Abacha outraged Nigerians on
Tuesday with the announcement giving his regime absolute
power, banning three newspaper groups and making it easier to
keep opponents in jail.
Heacted afterthousandsofoil workerscavedinto his hard-line
tactics and ended a two-month strike for democracy on Monday.
The strike was called to demand Abacha surrender power to
Moshood K.O. Abiola, the tycoon who is widely believed to
have won the annulled 1993presidentialelection.Abiola is injail
awaiting trial on treason charges, and his plight has mobilized
opposition to the regime.
On Wednesday, Justice Minister Olu Onagoruwa called a
news conference to distance himself from the decrees and
threatened to resign if they were not rescinded.
"We disown responsibility for these laws, neither can we
vouch for their authenticity. In fact, we consider them invalid."

3

• MIA

US reports breakthrough
in search for MIA's
HANOI, Vietnam (AP)— The United States apparently has made a significant breakthrough in accounting for Americans missing in action from the
Vietnam War,a U.S. official said last night.
American search teams scouring the countryside may
have solved the first of84cases the United States handed over
to Vietnam a year ago that it felt Hanoi should have information on,said Army Lt. Col. Melvin E. Richmond Jr., head of
the U.S. MIA Office in Hanoi.
These are cases listed as "special remains cases," where
the Vietnamese photographed dead American servicemen or
where POWs died in captivity and their remains were buried.
The search teams found on a current operation in the
central part of Vietnam an almost complete skeleton and
11 teeth believed to be a special case, an American POW
who died in captivity and was buried by another American
POW.
"This is very tentative," said Richmond. "We will go
through a joint forensics review and then our anthropologist
willlook atthe remains.By no meansis the identification final
but we are hopeful. We think we may have been successful
but it's very premature now."
"Up until this time, we've been unable to solve a single
one of the 84 special remains cases," said Richmond. "This
is the first time that we have the possibility of solving one."

4

• Relations

• China

Greece recalls
Albanian ambassador

Death toll exceeds 4,300
in summer flooding

HONG KONG(AP)— More than 4,300 people
TIRANA, Albania(AP)— Inflaming tensions bewere killed in summer flooding in China, the offitween Albania and Greece,an Albanian court convicted
cial China News Service said Thursday. The figure
five ethnic Greeks of spying and illegal possession of
far exceeded earlier estimates of the death toll.
weapons on Wednesday. Greece immediately recalled
The flooding also caused $17.4 billion in damage,
its ambassador.
Relations between the Balkan neighbors have deteriorated the agency said. In some areas,the floods were the worst
since an attack in April on an Albanian military training center in a century.
Huang Chaozhong,a senior engineer with the State
in which two people were killed. Five ethnic Greeks were
Flood and Drought Prevention Headquarters, said the
arrested and went on trial in August.
Greece objected to the trial, which was criticized by human damage was worse than in 1991, when floods devastatrights groups. It decried the arrests as evidence ofofficial abuse ed the lower Yangtze River valley, the news agency
of the Greek minority in southern Albania and promised to said.
Official newspapers said floods killed 5,113 people
retaliate if the five were convicted.
Wednesday,
in
1991. Last year,the government said more than 1,000
The trial began Agu.15in the capital Tirana.On
prison.
in
eight
years
people
were killed in summer floods.
the court sentenced the defendants to six to
ambassador,
its
Nine
typhoons have hit China this year, compared
Greece responded by immediately recalling
with
the
U.N.
protest
to
an
annual average of five to six, Huang said.
Christos Tsalikis, and said it would send a
foreign
This
EU
year's flood damage was worse than usual
secretary-general and bring up the issue at an
because
heavy rains hit many areas repeatedly, he
ministers meeting Saturday.
patrols
said.
army
Except for Tibet and coastal Shanghai, nearly
In Athens,news reports said Greek police and
troops
every
more
Chinese province was affected by flooding this
along the mountainous border were beefed up with
year.
and helicopters.
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• Campus health

• Conflict

Summer meetings try to iron out Cutler's service changes over summer
By Yolanda Sly
student-resident differences
Staff Writer

By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
The relationship between off-campus residents and the town of Orono was the topic of
meetings held by the University-Town-Landlord Task Force and the town of Orono this
past summer.
"I'm paying taxes to enjoy my home,"said
Theodore Khoury,alandlord and home owner
in Orono, about the lack of action taken to
resolve problems caused by student tenants.
The Orono Landlord Forum was held on
July 14 to discuss issues and to generate some
possible solutions without making any new
ordinances, said Dwight Rideout, dean of
student services.
Rideout attended the meeting as a representative of the university.
Some of the problems voiced during the
meeting were the lack of supervision by
landlords and the control of rowdy tenants,
according to Orono Town Manager Gerald
Kempen.
Ideas for both the town, as well as for
landlords, were suggested during the meeting.
Suggestions included encouragement of
tenants to review the last inspection done by
the Town's Code Enforcement Officer, the
requirement of a co-signer on leases, and the
development of a landlord association.
Another suggestion for the landlords was
to state in every lease that eviction of a tenant
could happen with two week notice and with-

outcause,according to a memo from Kempen
on the events of the meeting.
"It's illegal and willcause big problems for
students,"said Shellie Batuski,director ofStudent Legal Services.
The suggestion of eviction without cause
was only a part of the whole brain storming
process, according to Rideout.
"They think it's easy to throw out
tenants,"said Khoury, who owns six properties in Orono, "If I do that, I can't pay my
taxes."
Another landlord forum held by the town
will be scheduled for late November or early
December, said Kempen.
On August 8, the University - Town Landlord Task Force, a temporary subcommittee of the Community Relations Advisory
Board, met to discuss similar problems.
David Rand, associate dean of student
activities, will be holding a landlord/ tenant/
neighbor forum on October 4 at 3:15 p.m. in
the FFA room of the Memorial Union. The
forum will give off-campus tenants an opportunity to ask questions of Orono officials.
Batuslci will also address the group on
issues concerning renting.
A community gathering will be held on
September 24 in Webster Park by the OffCampus Board, Rideout said.
The purpose of the gathering is to better
relations between student tenants and
Orono.residents.
"Relations have been getting better," said
Rideout.

I

With the fall semesterin fullswing,this is no
time for students tofeel run down due to illness.
That is why Dr. Mark Jackson, Director of
Student Health and Prevention Services,sent a
letter entailing new changes made to services at
Cutler Health Center.
While Cutler Health Center is still open
daily from 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,the schedule
of services has changed, Jackson said.

The decision was made lastspring tochange
Cutler's services when it was clear from the
demand of students that they wanted set appointment times, Sue Roarks, Medical Assistant Supervisor said.
"I made the decision after looking at statistics to see whatkind ofimproved service wecan
provide to students," Jackson said.
A majority ofstudentscame between 9a.m.
and noon to be treated,but according to Jackson
the amount of students between 1 p.m. and 3
See CUTLER on page 13

• Filling Mikes shoes

Search for new athletic
director narrowing down
By M. Jon Rinaldi
Staff Writer
Three finalists for the position of athletic
director at the University of Maine have been
named,following a national search attracting
62 applicants.
"We believe these three candidates have
the highest potential for meeting the criteria
required by the committee," said Charles F.
Rauch, UMaine vice president for business
and finance and chair of the search committee.
The three finalists include: John J.
McDonald,director of athletics and recreation at the University of Denver; Doug
Woolard, associate director of athletics at

DISCOUNT
. AU 0 CENTER

YOUR AUTOMOTIVE SUPERMARKET

Washington State University; and James
G. Worley,associate director for administration at the University of Texas at Austin.
The search committee, composed of students,faculty, administrators and members of
the community,chose the candidates according to criteria set forth by UMaine President
Fred Hutchinson.
They included: commitment to academic excellence; experience in directing an
athletics program with a concentration in
National Collegiate Athletic Association
compliance; commitment to gender equality; experience as a head coach and recruitSee ATHLETIC on page 13

NOBODY BEATS
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Wants You To Know That ...

OLD TOWN
738 Stillwater Ave.
827-7012

n • BRAKES
BREWER • ALIGNMENTS
1 Vista Way • SHOCKS & STRUTS
989-1280
• EXHAUST

Bendix Lifetime Warranty
VIP Trained Techicians
Roadmates by Gabriel & Rancho
Complete Systems

BRAKE SPECIAL AlTENTION ALL UMO STUDENTS & FACULTY!
FRONT DISC PADS or
REAR SHOES

OFF
10%
Get
$1A99 any service labor
per axle
most cars

• New pads or shoes.
Resurface rotors or drums
• Repack front bearings if
applicable
• Test drive
• Extra charge for metallic

when you show your
IMO I D card!
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Police

The Perfect Part-Time Job
Excellence is an attitude. And we've seen how people with the
right attitude can face any challenge. That's why we're looking for
people who like people to begin careers (or second careers)
as part-time telephone sales representatives for our
New England Telesales Center in Orono.
We're MBNA New England, a subsidiary of MBNA America —
the nation's second-largest lender through bank credit cards.
Known for our unparalleled commitment to our Customers and
to our people, we currently have several openings that offer:
• Starting wages $6.50 per hour
• Paid vacations and holidays
• Paid MBNA® education
• Bonus and incentive opportunities
• A professional, smoke-free environment
• Hours - Monday through Thursday, 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
or Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Call 866-0700
Monday through Friday between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. for more
information or to schedule a personal interview.

AIBNA
NEW ENGLAND®

MBNA New England. Inc Is a subsuilary of MBNA Amenca Bank. NA
MBNA is an Equal Opportunity Employer
MBNA America is a federally registered trademark of MBNA Amenca Bank, N A

CLAD 5-1495-94

Advertise. Call 581-1273 for details.
.4(csksvrv 0f

fv%

inally purchased by a student.
In the first of the two cases, discovered late last semester, it is not readily
apparent whether the photographs were
put on the computer's hard disk by a staff
user or by an outside user over the network. Because of the way the computers
were configured at the time, it was possible for any user with a Macintosh computer connected to the UMaine network not
only to copy any files on Public Safety's The public safety building(Page photo.)
hard disks, but also to move, delete, and
otherwise tamper with the content of the just don't know," Mitchell said.
two computers.
He said that unlike other departmental
According to Maine law, unauthorized computers, these machines had a great
tampering with a computer is a class C many potential users in that a large amount
crime, punishable by up to five years in of people flow through the office.
jail time, and/or a fine of up to $5000.
He went on to state that he doubted
In the second case, discovered in ear- whoever left the computers in their penely August, the ability of outside users to trable state had any idea as to what they
modify or change files was removed, al- were doing.
though outsiders still had the ability to
"They probably just clicked on the
copy files from the machine.
wrong buttons," he said.
However, because only staff users of
Mitchell said that any security probthe computer had privileges to change lems in the computers might not be nofiles, Bill Mitchell, the officer who over- ticed immediately since use of the comsees the 911 operators' computers, did not puters is generally light.
deny that it was most likely a user of the
Maine law states that the unauthorized
computer who pulled the files down.
copying of software is a class C crime. On
One item in the first incident was mod- an institutional level, this could mean a
ifiable (and in both incidents was freely fine of up to $20,000.
copyable) by any user on the network was
"Director Reynolds has told me this has
the database that operators use while as- been taken care of," Vice President for
sisting 911 callers.
Student Affairs John Halstead said."I think
However,according to several sources the situation has basically been resolved."
at Public Safety, the file contained only
Halstead, whose office oversees Pubinformation that was publicly available lic Safety, had little else to say on the
elsewhere. Thus, the database's release subject.
did not present a major security risk.
"I think the problem has been fixed,"
When it comes to software copyright Director of Public Safety Alan Reynolds
issues,"It's unfortunate, but some people said.

94/95 Student Positions Available

Waste Management Shop
Material
Handler
Wage: $4.70/hr
Job Description: Primary responsibility is to assist our full-time staff
with recyclables/reusables collection, separation, and processing
(and odd jobs as needed). Applicants must have a valid drivers license. Ten openings.
Title:

litcyct.ts
The University of
Maine Waste
Management Shop
and Waste Reduction
and Recycling Program
is committed to
responsible waste
management through
education, public
service, and cooperative
research. We
recovered over
660 tons of recyclable
and reusable materials
last year. As a student,
you can assist in
program development,
administration, and
maintenance.
Call 581-3300 for more
information today!

Title:

Dining Services
Recycling Coordinator
$5.70/hr; 10 hrs/wk

Wage:
Job Description: Coordinate recycling within Dining Services operations (Commons,Bear's Den, etc.).
Responsible for program maintenance, changes,and expansions focusing on can, glass, food and paper reuse/recycling. One opening.
Applicants must have University of
Maine Dining Services experience.

Hall Recycling
Coordinator(HRC)
Wage: $4.70/hr; 4.5hrs/hall/wk
Job Description: Responsible for
emptying dorm Recycling Booths
daily,post recycling/reduction info
on bulletin boards, educate your
dorm on the 3R's, and attend
monthly HRC meeting. One opening/dorm; Work Study required.

Title:

Recycling/Redemption
Center Attendant
Wage: S4.25/hr
Job Description: The Depot is a
public recycling and redemption
center. Responsibilities include using a register, sorting returnables/
recyclables,assisting can and bottle
vendors when they collection their
returnables, and sharing recycling
information with the public. Ten
openings; Work Study required.

Title:
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Rights
interview this week.
"I think probably, as you read the fine print,
it could void our policy," she said.
Thereferendum wouldrenw1Portland'sequal
protection ordinance for gays and lesbians, prevent other communities from enacting similar
legislation,eliminating the classification of sexual orientation from Maine's Hate Crimes Act.
The Maine Attorney General's office said the
proposal would not prevent future protection
under the Maine Human Rights Act
The threatened ordinance in Portland protects gays and lesbians in the areas ofemployment,housing,publicaccommodation and credit. A bill vetoed by Governor McKeman last
year would have offered the same protection
state-wide.
CMFVice Chairman LawrenceLockman of
Howland disagrees with equal protection.
"We believe thefamily unit—mother,father
and children—is sieged by cultural and political
elites determined to radically redefine what it
means to be a family," he wrote in a recent
newspaper commentary.
"The aggressive and unrelenting campaign
to grant homosexuals protected minority status
on an equal footing with racial and religious
minorities isjust one of several fronts on which
thisescalating civil warofvaluesisbeingfought,"
Lockman wrote.
CMF did not return numerous phone calls
and interview requests left with two of their
officers.
Karen Geraghty,presidentofthe Maine Lesbian and Gay Political Alliance,sees the petition
drive as an attempt to subvert the democratic
process.
'They really would like to do away with
democracyandrepresentativegovernment,"Ger-

aghty said. "Why don't we disband the state
legislature?"
Rep. Kathleen Stevens who represents part
of Orono agrees,citing the passage ofthe subsequently vetoed gay rights law.
"'We passed the bill,and that's the message,"
Stevens said."Ithink the referendum is a horrible
idea."
Representatives John J. O'Dea and Mary
Cathcart of Orono also oppose the bill. O'Dea
expressed concern over the negative campaign
which, he said, would be waged by both sides.
"It invariability turns ugly," he said.
People and groups have begun fighting the
possiblereferendum.TheWilde-Stein Club plans
to put all its efforts into opposing it,starting with
a change in their club's purpose from social to
educational, which doubled their budget to 900
dollars.
"We want to work for an inclusive environment,not a separate environment," Wilde-Stein
Co-chair John Olesky said yesterday.
Despite some harassment,he said,he and the
club are encouraged by the phone calls and
messages of encouragement.
"People are coming out of the woodwork
because they know this is wrong," he said.
Equal Protection Maine and a multi- organization group, tentatively called Maine Won't
Discriminate have been formed,both with offices in Bangor.
EPM BangorCo-chairJim Martin said CMF
twisted facts and blurred the term "privileges"
with "civil rights."
Martin pointed out the damage that a campaign such asCMF'scausesbycreating aclimate
of hate and fear.
Martin said EPM is working to build coalitions and educate the Maine people about the
ramifications of this bill.

OthersarebackingEPM,includingthe Maine
CouncilofChurches and Bath Iron Works. Both
the Maine Republican and Democratic candidates for Governor and Senate have also spoken
out against the bill, as well as The Bangor Daily
News in a recent editorial.
The Newsalso spoke outagainstthe measure
in a recent editorial.
'The measure to outlaw all protections for
sexual orientation should also be of concern for
those who value self-determination,or the nearestthing agovernmenthasto it:localcontrol,"the
August 22 editorial reads.
"Proponentsofthereferendum questionkeep
talking about gay people wanting special rights,
and,in one sense,they are correct. The rights in
question are special... They are birth rights, and
must not be surrendered because one group does
not approve of another group."
Another supporter is Bangor business leader
Ed Armstrong, who describes himself as a heterosexual with 6 children and 10 grandchildren.
He said he used to be"ignorant"ofthe facts,and
15 years ago he might have bought CMF's
arguments,but events such as working with one
ofCharlie Howard's attackersforthe past7years
has changed his mind.
Charlie Howard is the man who drowned 10
years ago after being thrown from a Bangor
bridge by 3teens who wanted to tell theirfriends
that they "scared the homo."
"Youjust have to begin to point things out to
people," Armstrong said,"Isn't life and growing
up a growing process?"
Active in children's services, Armstong said
he has seen many fosterchildren that would have
been better off in a gay household, saying they
would be safe and loved.
Asked ifhe had seen the"militantgay lobby"
that Cosby cites for the near passage ofthe state-

wide gay rights law.
—They said the same things about Blacks in
the '60's," he replied. 'That's just a smoke
screen."
Geraghty said this was an attempt of some
people to force their religious beliefs upon the
people of the state.
Geraghty said the gay issue wasjust"phase
one"and only an issue for CMFto mobilize their
followers.
"This is only the beginning," Geraghty said.
Lockman describesCMFas"a non-partisan,
non-sectarian citizens group solidly in the mainstream of American culture and politics."
The possibility ofa boycottlooms in Maine,
a state havily dependenton tourism. Some say it
is too soon to worry.
Martin said he would notencourage such a
boycott because it would hurt all the citizens of
Maine,gays and lesbians inclusive. He added
thatColorado's boycott was held by citizens of
other states.
"We can't afford to take that chance,"
Martin said.
Rep.Stevens expressed concern about potential students and the message passing the
referendum would send.
Estler agrees. She said the passing of the
referendum would hurt both enrollment and
the recruitment of faculty and staff. She said
she has already heard reports from faculty and
staff that have had calls from out of state
colleagues asking how they could live in such
a hateful state.
Estler spoke of the climate of fear the
petition drive was creating, and the problems
the referendum would cause at a research
facility such as UMaine.
"You can't have fear and a search for the
truth," Estler said.

53 Main Street, Orono
Next to the Fire Department

SANDWICHES--6( BAKERY

FRESH EXPRESS

MADE TO ORDER SANDWICHES
FRESH-EXPRESS

FRESH-EXPRESS

Deli Style Sandwiches - Cold
$1•99tax each
GIANT Fountain Drink
44 oz. Coke or Pepsi

Deli Style Sandwiches - Hot
each
FREE • FREE • FREE
SPRINT - INSTANT FONCARD
Call anywhere within the United States for 5 minutes

With coupon
valid through
L 9/30/94

+ tax

Christy's
53 Main Street
Orono .
1

FREE - NO CHARGE!
VALUE OF $2.50.
• NO PURCHASE NECESSARY • ONE PER CUSTOMER • WITH THIS COUPON •
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. CHRISTY'S - ORONO

ATM Machine - 24 Hour Availability
call your sandwich orders in • telephone 866-4911
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Cutler Health Center
Services Academic Year 1994-95
Early Bird Clinic
Monday-Friday
Clinic services are limited
to patients with common
complaints of sore throats
and cold-like illnesses. Ten
(10)openings daily.
Athletic Medicine Clinic
7:30-9:00 a.m.
Monday-Friday
Clinic will evaluate
practice injuries from the
previous day and illness
that might interfere with
student athlete's ability to
safely participate in
practice or competition.
9:30-11:30 a.m. Walk-in Clinic
Monday-Friday
General walk-in health
care and urgent visits.
Approximately 22
openings daily.
1:30-6:00 p.m. Appointments

7:30-8:30 a.m.

HGI3

Approximately 79% of first-year students
portant determinants: first, the pool of high
school graduates,both nationally and in Maine, are male and 48% are female with little change
is the lowest it has been in years," said Hutchin- from last year. Of the federally recognized
son."The numbers are down everywhere. And minorities30Native Americans,14Black Nonsecond, we have been more selective in our Hispanics, 11 Asians and seven Hispanic stuadmission standardsthan we have in past years," dents will attend.
Fifty-five first-year students will be attendHutchinson said.
from 32 different foreign countries. Ruth
ing
The projected total enrollment is 10,817
Program Coordinator in International
Bentley,
first
the
during
students. This will fluctuate
that a total of 180 foreign
indicated
Affairs
The
enrollment.
week of classes due to late
32 countries will do unrepresenting
students
year
this
for
cap
enrollment
university's desired
graduate
work at UMaine this
and
dergraduate
goals.
financial
meet
to
was 11,000 in order
year.
representreduction
this
that
Hutchinson stated
"Of the total student population this year,
ed a loss of$1 million in revenue and that this loss
will live in residence halls," said Janet
3,036
downsizing
careofthrough
taken
been
had'already
an administrative assistant in CamThibodeau,
necessary."
was
reduction
(and that) no further
Hutchinson placed emphasis on the aca- pus Living. The remaining 7,781 have sought
off-campus housing or will commute from
demic status of the incoming class.
"For the first time in 12 years, the average other communities.
"Approximately one half of the student
SAT score for first-year UMaine students is
population is non-traditional," Janet Boucouvover 1000," Hutchinson said.
Hutchinson said he is proud of the fact a alas, an administrative assistant in Enrollment
first-year student achieved a perfect SAT score Managementsaid."A non-traditional studentis
and chose UMaine.He stressed thatthe UMaine one who has been out of school for 3 or more
SAT average is now 102 points above the years,(but)other departments will use different
national average. The SAT average of this descriptions."
Phil Pratt,Senior Research Analyst in Instiyear's incoming classis 15 points higher than its
tutional Studies, describes the non-traditional
predecessor.
Hutchinson also stated that "forty-five per- student as"one who is 24 years of age or older,
centofthestudents entering four-year programs married,and/or has a child; or is the odd gender
finished in the top 20 percent oftheir graduating in a course of study which is traditionally folclasses and that number is up two percentage lowed by the opposite sex." Pratt gave the
example of a female student in engineering.
points over last year."

Give blood, save a life
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Welcome UMaine faculty, staff
and students

It's time to get involved!

Hall

Governing
1303rci

from page 1

First year

Back-to-School Special

s
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September 20,1994
1/64/1/6/1/64/14/e/i/i/t/s/4/6/66/6/4/6/
See your Resident Director for details.

Chinese Salad Bar Buffet
$4.95 lunch buffet

$6.95 Dinner buffet
A selections of at least six hot entrees, plus appetizers and cold
salad. The price is good for students with valid ID. September
buffet special is $5.95 for lunch and $7.95 for dinner.

Dinner combination special now
available starting at only $4.95.
371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery. We deliver to Orono, Old Town, Milford and Bradley.
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• New University of Maine Lawyer

State
• University of Maine

New System
Lawyer
By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer
The University ofMaine system has a new
lawyer.
Vendean V. Vafiades,formerly the Chief
Deputy Attorney Generalofthe State ofMaine,
was appointed University Systems Counsel
March 21.The appointment became effective
April 18. Vafiades replaced former Systems
Counsel Joyce A. Wheeler. Wheeler was
tapped by Governor John R. McKernan to
become the Associate Judge of the Administrative Court.
The University Counsel provides and coordinates legal advice and services to the University System in general and to the seven
member campuses in particular. Thejob pays
$68,000 annually.
"It's a huge job, with a lot of responsibilities," the University of Maine Law School
graduate said."The system presents a number
of challenges. You've got one lawyer for a
system with 5,000 employees and 30,000 students."
Vafiades said the Systems Counselor encounters all manner of litigation, from commercial real estate transactions and conflict of
interest issues to system - wide policy matters
or civil rights and affirmative action matters.
"The system has every major problem that
a major corporation or a good - sized town

would have," she said.
Prior to joining the Attorney General's
office in 1991, Vafiades was in private practice for five years in the Augusta office of
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer and Nelson.
"She is top-flight," Bernstein et al partner
Mary Schendel said."We were very fortunate
to have her. She is very effective at working
with the legislative process."
Schendel said that Vafiades possesses the
ability to anticipate the goals and desires of
various constituencies and help them reach a
consensus.
She spoke of a matter involving the Department of Labor, the Department of Insurance, and various business agencies.
"They all came to the table as adversaries,
and they left with a compromise that worked,"
she said. "Vendean was instrumental in getting that process started."
"Law is sort of a second career for me,"
Vafiades said."Before getting into law,I was
Vendean Vafiades, University Council for the University of Maine
in education. I saw thisjob of systems counsel
as a perfect match between my love of educapresident ofthe organization in January, 1995. effective solution can be reached. I enjoy
tion and my skills as a lawyer."
The MBF is a pro-bono foundation that pro- doing that."
Indeed,from 1985 to 1986,she was ExecVafiades is also a past president of the
vides legal services for low-income individuutive Director ofthe Maine Science and TechMaine Civil Liberties Union. She sees that
als.
nology Board. From 1979 through 1984, she
"Vendean serves asa volunteer here,"MBF experience as providing valuable insight in
served as the associate commissioner for the
administrative assistant Sheila Carter said. facing the challenges of her new job.
Bureau of School Management in the former
She emphasized her philosophy is people"She is very energetic and has a lot to offer."
Maine State Department of Educational and
Vafiades said she enjoys having a personal oriented and proactive. She said she firmly
Cultural Services.
impact in helping people deal with the prob- believes that way of thinking is shared by the
She ran the Portland's Youth Opportunilems they are struggling with on a daily basis. university system and the Board of Trustees.
ties Office from 1977 to 1979,and has been a
"The university system wants to do the
"You need a sensitive, can-do attitude in
member of that city's school board.
right
thing,"she said."They have been alongthisjob,"she said."It's importantto work with
In addition to her duties as general counsel,
time
advocate of civil liberties. If a problem
a person when someone presents you with a
Vafiades has a seat on the Board of Directors
they don't ask me how we can get
arises,
problem. You need to be able to put it in the
ofthe Maine Bar Foundation. She has been on
this,they ask me how we can comply."
around
proper perspective,the right legalformatso an
the board since 1991. She will take over as
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Chinese Youth Goodwill Mission

Roy Clark

Thursday, September 22 at 7 p.m.

Sunday, February 12 at 7 p.m.

Red Star Red Army

Battle of the Big Bands

Friday, September 30 at 8 p.m.

Wednesday, February 15 at 7 p.m.

WayIon Jennings

Freiburger Barockorchester

Monday,.October 3 at 7:00 p.m.

Friday, February 17 at 8 p.m.

Itzhak Perlman

In Motion with
Michael Moschen

Saturday, October 15 at 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, February 21 at 7 p.m.

Don Giovanni

Camelot

Thursday, October 20 at 7:30 p.m.

Sunday, February 26 at 7 p.m.

The Newport Jazz Festival
Thesday, October 25 at 7 p.m.

Warsaw Sinfonia

Franco-Irish Summit

Saturday, March 4 at 8 p.m.

Friday, November 4 at 8 p.m.

The Secret Garden

Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra

Wednesday, March 22 at 7 p.m.

Friday, November 11 at 8 p.m.

Stomp

Saturday, April 22 at 8 p.m.

Thursday, December 8 at 7 p.m.

Alvin Ailey
American Dance Theater

Ballet National du Senegal

Saturday, May 6 at 8 p.m.

Tuesday, January 24 at 7 p.m.
Work-Study Positions:
Marketing Assistant
Box Office Cashiers
Office Assistant
Backstage Crew
Asst. House Manager

1-1803
1-1755
1-1805
1-1753
1-3351

For Tickets Call
(207) 581-1755
or 800-MCA-TIXX
TDD/TTY
service available
through 581-1888

MAINE CENTER
FOR THE
ARTS
of Maine is the state's center of learning,
discovery, and service to the public
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MCA lineup shows global scope
By Kristen E. Andresen
Staff Writer

The 1994-95 season at the Maine Center for the Arts offers a diverse array of
performances with an international flair,
from classical theater and musicians to notso-classical ballet.
"The season reflects a global cultural
awareness and maintains a world-class quality that was achieved last season," says
MCA director John I. Patches. "We are
particularly proud to present the internationally renowned violinist,Itzhak Perlman,
at our season gala."
The season opens on Sept. 22 with the
Chinese Youth Goodwill Mission from
Taipei. Composed of talented students
from Taiwan's colleges and universities,
the youth goodwill mission is sent yearly
by the Chinese government to various parts
of the world. As part of a limited New
England tour, the students will perform
traditional Chinese dances and music along
with martial arts and acrobatics.
Men in tights and tutus will grace the
stage of the MCA when Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo come to Orono. The
ballet consists ofan all-male troupe dressed
in traditional female ballet costumes who
perform parodies of traditional ballet choreography. Les Ballets Trockadero de
Monte Carlo bring their unique combination of fine art and hilarity to the MCA on
April 22.
The MCA gives a warm welcome to
Waylon Jennings on Oct. 3. With many
gold and platinum records and an extensive
list of hit songs, Jennings is among the
greatest country and western singers of all
time.
The stage will come alive on Dec.8
when"Stomp"comes to Orono."Stomp"is

Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo, an all-male ballet troope, will amuse and entertain at
the MCA this season
a group of eight English men and women supertitles.Directed by renowned stage
diwho use ordinary household items, such as rector John Copley,"Don Giovanni"comes
trash cans, brooms, and newspapers, to to the MCA on Oct. 20.
perform extraordinary music. Add choreThe first-ever tour of the world famous
ography,audience participation,and a large Newport Jazz Festival stops at
the MCA
dose of humor, and "Stomp" will undoubt- for a special performance on Oct. 25.
Feaedly be the most eclectic performance of turing 11 jazz legends and newcomers
, the
the season.
festival offers something for everyone with
Itzhak Perlman,internationally renowned performances from the New Orleans
Jazz,
violinist, highlights the MCA performance swing and bebop periods.
season. Accompanied by pianist Samuel
"Camelot" and "The Secret Garden"
Sanders, Perlman brings his flawless tech- will fill the MCA with music this
season.
nique and brilliant presence to Maine on Based on T.H. White's "The Once
and
Oct. 15 for the season gala. A reception and Future King," "Camelot" will bring the
formal dinner have been planned.
knights of the round table to Maine on Feb.
The classic Italian opera,"Don Giovan- 26. A children's classic, the Tony Awardni," illustrates the life and loves of the winning production of "The Secret
Garlegendary playboy Don Juan. The opera den" will delight audiences of all ages
on
will be performed in Italian with English March 22.

Welcome
new
students!

Maine Masque season
offers eclectic mix
The Hauck season ends with the annual
dance concert on April 28 and 29. Featuring
the choreographed works of Ann Ross,Kelly
By Michelle Curtain
Holyke and students, the concert will inSpecial to the Maine Campus
clude styles ranging from contemporary
As the Maine Masque starts its 89th dance to ballet.
season, a vibrant collection of theater and
The Cyrus Pavilion Series is a collection
dance for the 1994-1995 school year has of works directed by graduate students."Falbeen planned.
settoland," a musical which follows the path
The department of theater and dance, ofa man named Marvin,opens the season on
along with the Maine Masque, will begin Nov. 9. Michael Charbeneau directs this
its Hauck series on Oct. 21 with Peter piece.
Shaffer's "The Royal Hunt of the Sun."
The Spring High School Tour Show will
Directed by J. Norman Wilkinson, the travel to high schools throughout Maine
play follows the 1532 expedition of the during spring break. The ensemble will end
Spanish explorer Francisco Pizzaro and its tour in the Pavilion Theater March 24 and
his men.
25.
"The Women of Troy," written by EuIn April,"E.A. Robinson," a one-person
ripides in 415 B.C., takes place against the show covering the life of a Maine poet, will
backdrop of modem-day Sarajevo.Directed close the series. Garret Hotrich is the author
by J. Norman Wilkinson, the play opens and director of this production.
Dec. 9.
Interwoven among these shows are the
Going into the spring semester,graduate works of undergraduate directors. At the
director Bill Mitchell presents this year's end ofeach semester,the introductory-level
musical, "Little Shop of Horrors." Written directing class presents a showcase of tenby Alan Menken, author of "The Little minute plays.This is popularly known as the
Mermaid" and "Beauty and the Beast," this Underdog Showcase. Later in the spring
colorful show was a popular off-Broadway term, the advanced directing class features
success.
the Upperdog Showcase. Dates for these
Winner of Broadway's Tony Award for events to be announced.
BestPlay in 1992,"Dancing at Lughnasa"is
The department of theater and dance,
an exploration of music and dance as the along with the Maine Masque, feels that
passions of an Irish family. The play opens each production represents different levels
on April 20 and is directed by Patricia Rig- of experience and alternate points of view.
gin.
Season ticket sales will begin Oct. 1.

Itzhak Perlman,world-renowned violinist, will highlight the 1994-95 MCA season
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ON THE SILVER SCREEN
• Movies

Natural Born Killer, latest Stone success
By Steven Allan
Staff Writer
Oliver Stone has a way with film that
nobody can even come close to. He is the

Beer
Delivery
Service
Worries
Local
Authorities

modern master of film, whose work will be
studied for years by aspiring filmmakers.
"Natural Born Killers" is the story oftwo
lovers who go on a major killing spree. The
death count,even before the violent ending

THE FAMILY MARKET IS UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT. WESLEY MALLETT, A
REPEATED DROPOUT OF THE UNIVERSITY,
TOOK OVER THE STORE THIS SUMMER.
WESLEY WAS AFFECTED BY STEEP BEER
PRICES EARLY IN HIS ACADEMIC CAREER
AND COULD NOT AFFORD TUITION. Wes will tell
you:"Micromanagement of a beer store can make such
a difference in bettering so many lives. Problem drinkers
can still buy shoes for their children. I sell non-alcoholic
beer at cost."
A natural garbage picker, Wesley has been driving
around in a beat up car paying cash for returnables.
Wesley prides himself in knowing where a can is before
it has been opened. How has he mastered this
knowledge? Wesley delivered fifteen thousand plus
pizzas for Pizza Dome. He claims to have been in every
dorm room twice, in every apartment once, and to 100
North Main Street, Orono, three hundred times. Wesley
delivered pizza to every member of the football team,
and to two University Presidents.
Wesley has dedicated himself to lowering beer prices.
The key to his stategy is his redemption center. If more
people bring him cans, redemption center profits will
subsidize a lack of beverage profits.
Wesley has been diagnosed with attention deficit
disorder. "For years I thought I was crazy, and knowing
that I have an excuse for doing strange things gives me
greater freedom. I once ordered the same shipment of
beer twice and a double order came. I overcame my
error by lowering the price. I do this every week."

The Screamin' Black Bears

is around 52. But this movie is not about plot
as much as it is Stone's view of a violent
society and the story-hungry media that
feeds on it.
Mallory, played with such kinetic energy by Juliette Lewis,is the most thought-out
character of the film. Her background is
explained in a sitcom-like scene in which
her father, who beats and rapes her,is played
by Rodney Dangerfield. Dangerfield's casting is a bit of genius on the part of Stone.
Woody Harrelson's Mickey,on the othis not as fleshed-out as Mallory. His
hand,
er
background story is reduced down to quick
edits of his life as a child. This a major flaw
of the film because Harrelson's character is
more evil and violent than Mallory.
"Natural Born Killers" will be viewed as
Stone's most ambitious work ever. It is
stuffed with Stone's use of various media,
such as black and white photography and
video. Quick edits of differing views of
characters' psyche, such as Woody Harrelson covered in blood and Robert Downey Jr.
wearing devil's horns, appear only so that
the mind will make an unconscious awareness of them.
Stone's purpose behind "Natural Born
Killers" is satirizing American media and
society. He does this through exaggeration
and overload. And it works.
Stone has made a great film with his use
of extreme violence and extreme filmmaking.
Every scene has many different styles to
it. One scene is in beautiful color, another in
grainy black and white,and in some instances animation is used.

The film was an original screenplay written by Quentin Tarantino, before he wrote
the successful "Reservoir Dogs" and the
forthcoming "Pulp Fiction". Stone took the
script and made it more of a satire on the
media and such shows as "Hard Copy" and
"A Current Affair".
The outcome is Stone's idea of a fun
film, which will not be everyone's idea of a
good time. Some will like the movie if they
can appreciate what Stone is doing, and if
they allow themselves to be taken on a
highly energized rollercoaster ride.
Some will absolutely hate this movie. It
is not for everyone. Those who enjoy a more
traditional film will probably get motion
sickness. And if the ride doesn't do it to
them, the violence might.
Some say that Stone only adds to the
media that glorifies violence. This is true to
a point,because without violence there would
be no "Natural Born Killers". Stone gives
the movie audience a film to make them
think, as well as entertain. He even gives it
a twisted Hollywood happy ending

Don't forget
to pick up
your student
MCA tickets!

SAVE
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$5 Off
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•
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or haircut with
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Old
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LIBPA
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other offer, one coupon
827-3347

Will meet on Thursday,
September 15th
in 220 Lord Hall
7:00 pm-9:00 pm
Open to all students.
04
New members welcome!!.4
Call 581-1232 for more information.

per customer

EMS
SYST
P
SLAP
COMPUTERS AND STUFF
2001-B HAMMOND STREET IN HERMON
IN THE COMTECH BUILDING OFF ROUTE 2

RECONDITIONED SYSTEMS

PC DOS
286 Based Systems From $249
6.1 only
386 Based Systems From $369
$19.99 with system
486 Based Systems From $459
unit with 1 meg of Ram,
CPU
keyboard,
101
SYSTEMS INCLUDE: Mono Monitor,
20-40 meg Hard Drive, 1 Low Density Floppy Drive either 3.5 or 5.25 inch sizes,
30 Day Warranty on Parts

STUDENT SPECIAL
386SX40 - 1 Meg of Ram,40 Meg Hard Drive, 720K 3.5 Floppy Desktop Case,
101 Keyboard, Mono SVGA Monitor, 3 Button Mouse & Pad,PC DOS 6.1,
30 Day Warranty on Parts - $399
Multi Media 486SX50 -4 Meg Ram,420 Meg HD, 1.44 & 1.2 Meg Floppy Drives,
CDROM,Sound Blaster w/ Speakers, Mono SVGA, 101 Keyboard, Mouse w/pad,
Mini Tower Case, PC DOS 6.1 - $1069

12pm-6pm Sat 8c Sun

OPEN 9am-6pm Mon-Fri

Call (207) 848-3032

or

Fax (207)848-2064
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OFF THE SHELF
'Movies

Forrest Gump
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
A pleasant and carefree read comes
along very infrequently. There are even
fewer books that one will recommend to
everyone they see for a month after reading it. Winston Groom's "Forrest Gump"
(Pocket Books) is one of those few special books.
The reader is sent on a joy ride of
giggles and heartbreak from the very start.
The reader follows Gump as a football
player for the University of Alabama, a
soldier in Vietnam, a hippie band mem-

ber, an astronaut, a hostage of cannibals
for years, a movie monster, a millionaire
shrimper, and finally as a father.
The basis for the phenomenally successful Tom Hanks film that continues to
awe moviegoers was originally published
in 1986. The film version has catapulted
this eight-year-old novel to the top of the
best-seller lists. It has also inspired a"Life's
Little Instructions" type book called
"Gumpisms" and a sequel to the novel due
out within the next few years, both by
Groom.
One hopes that the mass success of
the movie will not ruin the simplistic
attitude that the reader first encounters in
Groom's book.
There are some major differences
between the novel and the film. The

basic story is still the same, but there are
enough differences to treat both as individual works of art. One can see the film
and still get a pleasant reading of similar
characters, but not the same plot line.
The novel takes a less political view
of American history during the past thirty years than the film, but Groom's feelings about the Vietnam War do show
through to the reader.
The novel shows a darker look at
American culture. There is no sugary
taste left after one reads it, but the novel
works on a level that is so off-center that
the whole read is an enjoyable romp.
It is a humorous book that will have
the reader curled up with laughter in
certain parts of the story. Forrest's trip
into outer space with a female astronaut

and a male gorilla named Sue is particularly humorous.
Forrest Gump is a character who
seems a loveable lug of a person. He is a
large man with a very low I.Q., even
lower than his screen personality. He has
two loves in his life, his mother and
Jenny, a confused child who becomes a
confused adult. Jenny's character has a
low profile in the book as opposed to the
screen version.
Forrest triumphs against his low I.Q.
by leading a most extraordinary life. He
meets presidents, travels to China, and
becomes a professional wrestler.
"Forrest Gump" cleverly gives the
reader an unusual view of American culture that has rarely been seen before.

• Art Exhibit

Photo Exhibit spotlights Maine
I made a turn onto Fulton Street and there
children
were lots of them, riding bikes, roller-skatBy Kristen E. Andresen
Staff Writer
The Graphics Gallery in the Memorial
Union is opening its doors to"The Children
of Fulton Street," a collection ofimages that
chronicle the daily lives of the young residents of one Rockland neighborhood.
"It was a sunny day,but down street after
street, there were no kids playing outside,"
says photographer Patrisha Mc Lean."Then

ing and digging in the dirt. They were mostly barefoot,some with very dirty faces, and
I thought they were all beautiful."
As part of a portrait class at a photographic workshop in Rockport, Mc Lean
went looking for children to photograph.
She returned to Fulton Street after the class
ended, and over the following summers,
acquainted herself with children on neighboring streets as well. Mc Lean continues to
spend her summers on the Fulton project.
The exhibit will run through Oct. 10.

Kenneth, one of the "Children of Fulton Street" can be seen at the
Graphics Gallery
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"WARM,FUNNY AND TREMENDOUSLY
ENTERTAINING. I LOVE THIS MOVIE!"
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new students and
returning alumni/ac

HOW TO SAVE A FEW BUCKS.
(YOU CAN'T LIVE OFF PSYCH EXPERIMENTS ALONE.)

Buy pizza at closing time.
Haggle for slices they'd otherwise just throw away.
from Admissions &
Enrollment Management
Chadbourne Hall
581-156

Eat Ramen noodles.
Make friends with a Senior.
Come June, they'll be more than glad to give you
their old Poly Sci books and couches.
Donate blood.
Save a life and get a free lunch to boot.
Pick up a Citibank Classic card.
There's no annual fee.

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU."
To apply, call 1-800-CITIBANK.

lp

DISCOUNT
AUTO CENTER

YOUR AUTOMOTIVE SUPERMARKET

NOBODY BEATS
Ii k
‘
"

IP

Wants You To Know That ...

WEUQS ['VIC
OLD TOWN
738 Stillwater Ave.
827-7012

D

BREWER
1 Vista Way
989-1280

BRAKES
• ALIGNMENTS
• SHOCKS & STRUTS
• EXHAUST

Bendix Lifetime Warranty
VIP Trained Techicians
Roadmates by Gabriel & Rancho
Complete Systems

BRAKE SPECIAL AUENTION ALL UMO STUDENTS & FACULTY!
FRONT DISC PADS or
REAR SHOES

OFF
10%
Get
$ 99 any service labor
per axle
most cars

• New cads or shoes.
Resur-ace rotors or drums
• Repack front bearings if
applicable
• Test drive
• Extra charge for metallic

when you show your
WHO I D card!
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Cutler
TODAY'S WEATHER:
variable clouds, chance ofsprinkles, highs in the 60's and
lower 70's

WEEKEND OUTLOOK:
variable clouds, chance ofsshowers, highs in the 60's and
lower 70's

p.m. was spread out more evenly. After 3 p.m.
few students came in, which helped determine
how to schedule services, Jackson said.
TheEarly Bird Clinic is openfrom7:30a.m.
to 8:30 a.m. Monday through Friday. It will
serve patients with sore throats and cold-related
symptoms. Last year alone there were 1,700
students treated forcold-type illnesses,many of
which came in the early hours of the day,
Jackson said.
"The Early Bird Clinic is a good concept
and will provide good basic care" Jackson said
in an interview.
Student athletes who are injured in practice
or have an illness that could interfere with their
ability to participate in competition or practice
can see someone during the Athletic Medicine
Clinic, which is open weekdays 7:30 am. to
9:00 am.,Jackson said.
Cutler still offers general walk-in services,
beginning at 9:30 am. continuing until 11:30
am.Monday through Friday, Jackson said.
Students who would rather make an appointment to see someone than walking in can
make an appointment between 1:30 p.m. and
6:00 p.m.at Cutler's AppointmentClinic,Jackson said.

The Appointment Clinic can be used to treat
illness and other medical problems,as well has
for physical exams.
"As a whole, this new system will provide
staff with more time with students providing
them with better care," Jackson said.
"Students can use walk-in in the morning
then makean appointmentto seesomeone in the
afternoon at their convenience," Roarks said.
"This new system was designed to help
students receive better services and to get students to their classes," Jackson said.
"In the past we used the grid system which
would allow staffa certain amountoftimeto see
students per hour or students could walk in and
be treated for their health but often at times
waiting hours to be seen,or being told to come
back thefollowing day for an appointment,thus
causing students aggravation,since this system
is more structured it should make things a little
easier for students since there will be less waiting," Roarks said.
"There's always time for students to be
treated in an emergency situation,"Roarks said.
"I'm really excited about these new changes, they should work well, it will take time for
everyone to get used to the changes," Roarks
said.

from page 3

Athletics
ing head coaches; and fund-raising experience for athletic_programs.
Two of the three candidates, Worley and
Woolard, have experience dealing with athletic teams on NCAA probation.
"They had spent a lot oftime dealing with
NCAA compliance rules," said Rauch, who
felt that would be helpful quality at UMaine
in light of the past year's NCAA compliance
problems.

"All three candidates have been highly
endorsed by people in their communities,"
Rauch said."They are aware ofthe problems
and challenges of UMaine athletics and want
to participate as we move forward in a positive manner," said Rauch.
Some have expressed concern aboutcommitment from an athletic director.
Rauch said any commitment will be
worked out between the candidate and Pres-

All Windows workshops are held in Room 111, Corbett Business
Building, Tuesdays, from 10 am to Noon. Advance registration is
required. You may register by phoning 581-1638 and/or sending
a check or IDO for $25 to: CIT, Room 12, Shibles Hall. We
reserve the right to cancel workshops when four or fewer registrations have been received.

NOVICE
September 13
Introduction to Windows

October 18
Introduction to PageMaker

September 20
Introduction to Word

October 25
Introduction to Harvard Graphics

September 27
Introduction to WordPerfect

November 1
Introduction to PowerPoint

October 4
Introduction to Excel

November 8
Introduction to MathCAD

October 11
Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3

November 15
Introduction to AutoCAD

INTERMEDIATE
November 22
Word Perfect - Charting

December 6
Word - Charting

November 29
Lotus 1-2-3 - Charting & Formulas

December 13
Excel - Charting & Formulas

SPECIAL
November 1
Introduction to Databases - Mac & DOS - Not hands-on
Room 121 Lengyel Hall, 2 pm - 4 pm - Phone 581-1649 for more information.
This Fall we are trying something new. Based upon past student evaluations, we
are separating workshops by level of experience into Novice and Intermediate skill
levels. Let us know your reaction, please!

ident Hutchinson, adding that the candidates want to get involved.
"They have done their homework,know
UMaine, and want to be a part of that," said
Rauch.
Two - day campus and community interviews for the finalists will be scheduled
during mid-to-late September. On completion of the interview process, the search
committee will present the names of the

candidates it considers to have the experiences, characteristics and abilities UMaine
is seeking for the position to President Hutchinson.
The successful candidate will replace
Michael Ploszek, who resigned in April. The
position is now filled on an interim basis by
Walter Abbot, associate professor of physical education.

ulks,

All Macintosh workshops are held in Room 121, Lengyel
Hall, Tuesdays, from 2 pm to 4 pm. Advance registration is required.
You may register by phoning 581-1638 and/or sending a check or IDO for $25
to: CIT, Room 12, Shibles Hall. We reserve the right to cancel workshops
when four or fewer registrations have been received.

NOVICE
September 13
Introduction to Word

October 11
Introduction to PageMaker

September 20
Word - Headers & Footers

October 18
Introduction to FileMaker Pro

September 27
Introduction to Excel

October 25
Introduction to PowerPoint

INTERMEDIATE
October 4
Excel - Formulas, Functions, Printing - 1 hr.
Creating Graphics & Formulas - 1 hr.
November 8
PageMaker - Graphics

November 29
Bringing Word & Excel Together

November 15
Powerpoint - Expanded

December 6
System 7 & The Finder

November 22
FileMaker Pro - Charting

December 13
Excel - Creating Databases

SPECIAL
November 1
Introduction to Databases - Mac & DOS - Not hands-on
Phone 581-1649 for more information.

This Fall we are trying something new. Based upon past student evaluations,
we are separating workshops by level of experience into Novice and Intermediate skill levels. Let us know your reaction, please!
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Editorial Pa,:e
1- Column

What, me worry?
Malcolm Smith

ordi

Everyone knows that Maine is Vacationland and the way life
should be (full of lobsters and loons), but we also have plenty of
another commodity- hate.
If you are not a member of a group traditionally persecuted,then
you have nothing to worry about, right?
Hate in Maine takes on many faces and is felt by many group and many people.
Charlie Howard's name comes to mind. This summer, concerned Maine people
gathered to honor his memory and not let his death be in vain. Howard was thrown to
his death off a bridge by three teenagers in the city of Bangor ten years ago. He
reportedly could not swim, suffered an acute asthma attack, then drowned.
Charlie Howard's murder was borne out of hate caused by fear.
But you are in a college, an institution of intellectualism, a safe place, right?
Don't tell that to GASPEA,the Gay and Straight People's Educational Alliance at
the University of Maine at Farmington.
Towards the beginning of this year GASPEA started receiving threatening letters.
"I will have to put a damper on your life-style(sic). My goal is to make you afraid of
coming out of the closet (where you belong.) You will learn that your life-style is not
normal and not welcome in a heterosexual society," the letter read."Please don't take this
personally."
Closer to home, the Wilde-Stein has already had signs ripped down and received
threats on it's machine.
The state of Maine is the bailie ground for certain groups that are demanding to force their
beliefsdown other people'sthroats,using lies to convince a naive populace whatthey say is use.
Why is this a problem? Because it encourages a state where gays and lesbians are
beaten, raped, robbed, and thrown off bridges. Some groups worry about gays getting
"special rights," but all gays and lesbians want from legislation is the right to be able to
report these hate crimes without fear of firing, eviction, or other retaliation.
Some groups oppose basic civil rights, using the Bible as their justification.(Not
only is this unfair to their targeted groups, but also to other groups that believe in the
Bibl, yet do not promote hate.)
One reason groups such as Concerned Maine Families are successful is because
people think they do not know anyone who is gay. But how easy is it to "come out" in
this climate of fear, and hate, and rapidly eroding protection? Which gay or lesbian
really wants to be the next Charlie Howard?
The sad part is that these groups may not hate, but instead exploit the fear of the
population,a fear ofthe unknown gay community.How does the gay community become
known? They won't, if things such as the referendum proposed by CMF passes. And
without protection from persecution,they are more unlikely to come out,even after getting
threats, or beatings, and the people will fear the unknown group more,ad infinitum.
One last "gay-bashing" story. Last year two men, one from Portland and one from
Kennebunk, were assaulted in Portland, allegedly by two men who followed them from a
diner and repeatedly called the men "faggots." The two alleged assailants started punching
the men,knocking one down then repeatedly kicking him in his stomach and chest.
A vision that does not want to make someone want to address their sexuality.
It is estimated that one in ten people are gay.If you are among the 9that are straight,
you are safe from such gay-bashing. Right?
The two "faggots" were actually straight, in fact they were father and son.
Maybe hate does affect us all after all.
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V EDITORIAL

Oops! We missed that!
These newest members of the
UMaine All-Ineligibles will not be the
last, because their ineligibility is not
the result of some new error on the
part of the Athletic Department. Rather, it is the result of a fundamental
misinterpretation of an National Collegiate Athletic Association requirement. The requirement states that at
least 24 of an athlete's credits in an
academic year must count toward those
needed for graduation.
Oops! We missed that part.
As the results of the University of
Maine's ongoing self-examination become known, it appears that in the
righteous march towards the big time,
national collegiate athletic arena, the
pesky matter of compliance just fell
by the wayside.
The number of athletic scholarships
and tuition waivers provided by the
university to needy competitors has
grown steadily. Starting in 1977, under the Neville administration, UMaine
initiated a policy of growth in scholarships awarded for athletics that paralleled the new emphasis on collegiate
athletics nationwide.
According to figures provided by
the office of the Vice President for
Business and Finance, the policy of
increasing the amount of athletic scholarships was greatly expanded in the
Silverman era. In these five years,
UMaine saw the amount spent on athletic scholarships increase by a factor
of 15.7, while tuition increased by a
factor of only 2.2. The actual dollar
amount mushroomed from $150,000
in 1979 to a figure approaching
$750,000 in 1984. This represents an
increase of nearly 500 percent in resources devoted to athletic scholarships.
In 1987, under the auspices of
UMaine President Dale Lick, the fren-

zy continued. The value of athletic
scholarships awarded increased from
the $750,000 level to $1.35 million. In
1991, the university implemented tuition waivers, to the tune of $260,000.
In fiscal year 1994,UMaine has waived
over $400,000 in tuition that would
normally be paid by athletes not on
scholarship, for an increase of 63 percent over the 1991 level.
Somewhere, a decision was made to
put UMaine on the map, so to speak,
and to do so with athletic prowess both
on the ice and the gridiron. Athletic
Director Mike Ploszek, who was by
all accounts a master of fund-raising
and administration, was installed as
the "best choice to maintain and bolster the energy and enthusiasm needed
for a strong sports program," that
would "provide competitive teams
whose successes are grounded in personal, academic and fiscal integrity,"
according to a 1991 press release announcing his appointment.
Poor Ploszek never had a chance.
The system he inherited was fundamentally flawed from the very beginning. In the rush to build a strong athletic presence, one that would make
all Mainers proud, no one thought
about compliance with NCAA procedures. An employee of the Athletic
department handled those compliance
duties on a part-time basis.
Part-time, as if the hundreds of pages that comprise the NCAA compliance manual that dictates the manner
in which those hundreds of thousands
of scholarship dollars can be spent is a
part time job, like flipping burgers or
something.
The university is painfully discovering that compliance is a full-time
job, and the student athletes are the
ones paying the price for the mistakes.
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by Bill Watterson
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Your Daily
Horoscope

by J.C. Duffy

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: The
immediate effect of planetary activity on your
anniversary must be to give you a new broom
with which to sweep away any feelings ofconfusion oor self-doubt. Certain routines or methods
are no longer viable and must be abondoned.
ARIFS(March 21- April 19): Time spent
checking the claims of others will prevent your
being caught in a joint business arrangement
And since your instincts art right-on at the moment,you should know exactly when to force the
paet. and when to moderate your demands.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): Taurus is
a forceful sign, and Taureans are practical and
persevering. Current planetary influences urge
you to learn the meaning of detachment, however, which is independence ofjudgement and
freedom from doubt or guilt.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Pluto in
Scorpio urges you to delegate more work and
pay more attention to your diet and general
well-being. Precautionary measures taken over
the next few days will ensure that you are not
csught short over a career matter.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): Don't give
up trying to balance the books, because your
financial position isn't nearly as black as you
have been painting it. In fact,a series ofterrific
aspects signify that it won't be long before you
can settle up once and for all.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): Being used to a
situation,even a painful one, provides a certain
degree ofcomfort. It certainly takes courage to
change. Now,however,your life is about to be
altered by an enforced upheavel. In the longterm you will surely benefit.
VIRGO(Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Because
your bith sign is said to be riled by Mercury,
you are quick on the uptake anbd can spot a
phony a mile off. Pay more attention to detail,
however, and ensure that you are not being
hoodwinked over money matters.
LIBRA(Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Someone
close has been leading you up the garden path.
But since it is your own ruler, Venus, that is
causing so much turmoil, you have no alternative but to face this crisis head-on.
SCORPIO(OCT. 23 - NOV. 21): You
are on the threshold of something quite extraordinary, exciting and rewarding. The Sun
in Virgo continues to remind you, however,
that you didn't reach your present position
through luck of laziness.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): It
probably feels as though someone is whispering in your ear: "Get out of this one" and ,of
course, you will. Slowly but surely the picture
is improving and all you need do is remember
that each day provides its own gifts.
CAPRRICORN(Dec.22- Jan. 19): Because the aggressive planet Marsis making
waves, you are unlikely to experience smooth
sailing over the next few days. A complete
break can still be avoided,however, by remembering never to answer an angry word in kind.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb.18): You still
seem to be smarting from a rebuke, and unsettling planetary activity in Cancer and Scorpio
won't make matters better. The ball is o longer
in your court, however,and all you can do now
is accept the things you cannot change.
PISCES(Feb. 19 - March 20): If you
continue to hesitate over a career of creative
matter, you may miss the boat completely. So
make the move and stop imagining that others
can forse you to accept unfavoerable terms.
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For Saturday, October 3
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You possess great creative powers, and
chances are you express you talent though
art, music, writing, acting or decorating.
Your natural creative ability is best expressed in tandem with a partner or within a group, since you don't like to work
alone. In fact, you tend to feel somewhat
lost when not in the midst of human contact.
ARIES (March 20 - April 19):
Your plans are frustrated when Mars
squares Saturn, but a delay is not the
same as a dead end. Determination will
see you through, but it may take longer
than planned.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20):
The real cause for an associate's anger
will emerge! Don't fight fire with fire, let
them blow off some steam and then see
where things stand.
GEMINI(MAY 21 - JUNE 20):
An opinionated acquaintance may annoy you greatly, but don't give him the
satisfaction of seeing how much he bothers you! Hold you head high.
CANCER(JUNE 21 - JULY 22):
Spending money like it's going out of
style will not solve anything, particularly
a romantic problem. Avoid the use of
credit today.
LEO(JULY 23 - AUG. 22):
Conflicting demands of family,friends
and career try to pull you in three different directions at once. It's your choice.
Others will just have to abide by your
decisions.
VIRGO(AUG.23- SEPT. 22):
Trying to be all things to all people
could wear you down to the nub when
Mars squares Saturn. Set an iron clad list
of priorities and stick to them.
LIBRA (SEPT. 23 - OCT.23):
The busier you keep yourself, the less
time you'll have for anxiety. Use the energy of Mars to your advantage, otherwise it may actually work against you.
SCORPIO (OCT.23 - NOV.21):
Use an early morning setback to get
things accomplished in the p.m. If anyone thinks you're going to quit at the first
sign of trouble, they don't know you very
well.
SAGITTARIUS(NOV.22 - DEC.21):
You'll receive all kinds of advice from
everyone you know: none of it of much
use. You possess the intellectual resources to answer a personal question.
CAPRICORN (DEC.22 - JAN. 19):
Only financial caution will save you
from an expensive mistake. Money and
friendship is a particularly touchy combination. A loan may as well be considered
a gift.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20 - FEB. 18):
An emotional issue takes precedence
over daily responsibilities when Mars
squares Saturn. Postpone little tasks until you have your personal life squared
away.
PISCES (FEB. 19 - MARCH 19):
Your attitude is a self fulfilling prophecy. Don't allow yourself to become
bogged down in repetitive tasks today. A
change of pace puts a smile back on your
face.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Garden tool
6"Gimme
Shelter" band,
with "the"
12 Explain visually
14 Brecht's
"Mother
"
15 With 16-Across,
Canadian
speech
16 Anagram of
15-Across
17 Kind of
fingerprinting,
nowadays
18 Pollen holder
20 By way of
21 Left-fielder Ron
23 "For" words
24 Screen

53 Ukr. neighbor
25 Dubai royalty
27 Lush
54 Land of ancient
Smyrna
28 Suffixwith
kitchen
55 Earl Grey, e.g.
29 Reminisce
56 With 58-Across,
31 Siege site
hires recording
artists again
34 Midafternoon
on a sundial
58 Anagram of
35 Suffix with
56-Across
sonnet
61
list
36 Make no
62 Enrage
change
63 Satrap
41 Iced dessert
64 Ad signs
45 Heavy reading?
46 One for the road
DOWN
48 La Scala locale
49 Banned apple
Like Rushdie's
spray
verses
50 Error's partner
2 Tour org.
52 Druggie's
3 T.W.A. info
nemesis
4 Kind of wheel
5 Hams it up
6 BOOS

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
ASTANET
L I FTIII
ALA I LAMA
EGRET
AGILE
NT I PASTO
PR I CER
TEMISPA
ORSTAL
PENNAME
LES
CARESSES
SAAR
POLED
STA
MARY
CARES
TEES
INT
POPES
PIER
ST IMULUS
DIN
LACON I A
PRES IDE
HOR
ECHOIC
GOV
AROSE
PROVOLONE
DUKES
ABNEGATES
'iZEST
DIESIRAE

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

7 Malaysian

gent's title
8 Table scrap
9 Ingenue's trait
10 Self-ish folks
11 Upper
chambers
12 Ebbets Field
player
13
only
14 Regain
consciousness
19 Beginning
(then)
22 With 24-Down,
instructor's turf
24 Anagram of
22-Down

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

No. 0420
8

9

10. 11

11111
16
151111
20
18
1711
19111
2211
21

11

25

111

24
26111
231111
28
30111
2711
32

31

33

29 1111
34
36

37

35

38

39

45

40

46

41
47

1111

lI

42

48

49

43

44

1111
52

50.1151
53
56

54

•
57

55
58
62

61111111

59

60

111

111111

64
6311111

Puzzle by Walter Webb
42 Typewriter
51 Singer Frankie
rollers
54 Currency
30 Back talk
43 Price cutters, in
premium
32 Person in
a sense
57 Rascal
stripes
44 Box up
ss Enlisted V.I.P.
33 Four years, for a
bran
47
60 A superior of
President
so Believe it
59-Down
36 Headlined
37 The second Tin
TNT
Get answers to any three clues
36 Accumulates
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-42039 Puzzle direction
5656
(75C each minute).
40 Follow
26 Coasted

Personal Astrology Consultations by
Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• New England bank robbers wanted in five states
• Mainers compare heating prices
• Rite Aide takes over LaVerdiere's drugstores

State News
'Crime

*Heating Costs

N.H. Robber wanted in five states

Group
compares Maine
energy prices

CONCORD,N.H.(AP)— Police suspect a low-key robber who hit banks in
Concord and Tilton this summer also may
be responsible for a dozen other bank
robberies in the Northeast in the last three
years.
In most of the robberies, the robber
gave a female teller a note demanding
money and threatening that he had a
gun, said Concord Police Lt. Paul Murphy.
"He's very low-key and soft-spoken,"
Murphy said,"Usually the victim teller is
the Only one aware of the robbery. The
teller puts the money in a bag, and the

robber quietly walks out the back door."
Similarities in the robber's description, clothing and the way the robberies
were pulled off lead police to believe the
same man may be responsible for heists at
the Tilton Savings and Loan Aug. 12 and
the July 29 robbery at the Concord Savings Bank, Murphy said.
The robber also is suspected in robberies
in Maine, Vermont, eastern New York and
Massachusetts.The earliestrobbery occurred
in September 1991 at the Merrimack County Savings Bank in Concord. Murphy said
the robber has gotten away with "tens of
thousands of dollars."

Police from throughout the region and
the FBI met in Concord on Wednesday to
compare notes, Murphy said, after noticing similarities in their robberies.
"Teletypes were put out one after another and, with all the agencies looking
for connections, things started to come
together," he said. "The more you look,
the more you see similarities."
After Wednesday's meeting, Concord
police released a photograph of the suspect during the July 29 Concord robbery.
It shows the man wearing a dark baseball
cap and sunglasses,leaning on the counter
at the teller's window.

•Buisness

LaVerdiere's drugstores no more
WINSLOW (AP) — An era drew to a
close yesterday as Rite Aid took over 72
LaVerdiere's drugstores that catered to rural
New England with everything from fishing
lures to prescription drugs.
Rite Aid Corp.,the nation's largest drugstore chain with $4 billion in sales last year,
was given approval last week by the Federal
Trade Commission to complete the purchase
of LaVerdiere's.
The $50 million deal gives Rite Aid 55
more stores in Maine, 15 in New Hampshire

and two in Vermont, expanding the Harrisburg,Pa.-based drug company's presence to
135 locations in northern New England.
Under the FTC agreement,Rite Aid must
sell stores in Bucksport and Lincoln, Maine,
and in Berlin, N.H., to avoid antitrust violations. No other stores will be closed.
Customers shouldn't expect any changes
if they drop by an old LaVerdiere's location
today,although many stores will get new Rite
Aid signs or banners, said Wanda Patrick, a
Rite Aid spokeswoman.
Patrick predicted it would be business as

usual at all stores across Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.
"There will be no interruption in prescription or other services," she said.
In fact,Rite Aid plans to keep many ofthe
specialty items thatendeared LaVerdiere's to
New Englanders, including sporting goods
and outdoor equipment, Patrick said.
The takeover is Rite Aid's third in as
many years. Two years ago, the company
bought 34 Wellby Super Drugstores. Last
year, it bought 36 Reliable Drug Stores in
Indiana.

•

WEST GARDINER (AP) — With
winter fast approaching, some Mainers
are starting to think about heating bills and
the cost of wood vs. gas and electric heat.
The Maine Oil Dealers Association
estimates at the current rates,oil and wood
prices are about equal for the same amount
of heat. But electric heat is about five
times more expensive.
The association estimates about 75
percent of Maine's population — or about
322,000 homes -- heats primarily with
oil.
On Wednesday, the association listed
the price of a gallon of No.2 heating oil at
72.9 cents. Last year at this time, oil was
priced at 69.9 cents, said Gene Guilford,
association president.
Advertised wood prices range from
$110 to $120 for a cord of split and seasoned wood.
During the early and mid 1980s, when
oil prices hovered close to $1 per gallon,
Guilford said there was a mass conversion
to wood heat. Now, he said, the biggest
conversion is from electric heat to oil
burners.
Over the last four years, Guilford said
12,000 homes have converted from electric to oil heat.
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National News

• Tragic airplane crash
• Cuts will not harm US military
• Cohen crusades against fraud

• Crash

USAir jet nose-dives into field; no survivors
ALIQUIPPA, Pa.(AP) — A USAir jet
carrying 131 people nose-dived into a field
while trying to land near Pittsburgh on Thursday. A rescue official said there were no
survivors.
Flight 427 originated in Chicago and
was to stop in Pittsburgh, before continuing
to West Palm Beach, Fla.
One eyewitness said that there were pieces of plane and baggage scattered throughout the area.
"There are bodies in trees ... everywhere," an eyewitness who did not give his

name told KDKA Radio."It is as grotesque just went straight in."
"All it was was a big boom and the sky
as it could possibly be."
Jim Bothwell, director of Stat-Medivac lit up," Michel said. "There was black
helicopter rescue service,said there were no smoke everywhere and that was it."
"The engines just went dead," eyewitsurvivors.
ness
Sandra Zuback told CNN."Itjust blew
There was a report that one person had
been taken to hospital by helicopter, but it up."
The Boeing 737 was carrying 126 paswasn't known if the person had been on the
and a crew of five, said Dave Shipsengers
plane or on the ground.
for the airline.
spokesman
a
Tom
ley,
said
was,"
"Ilooked up and there it
down in a Hopewell
went
plane
The
down.
straight
Michel. "It wasjust coming
half a mile from the
about
field
It
Township
run.
to
I was screaming for everybody
northwest ofPittsmiles
20
is
which
airport,
he
and
power
full
looked like it was under

burgh.
Shipley said the weather was clear and
there was no indication of ally problems.
It was the fourth fatal USAir crash in the
past five years.
On July 2, a USAir jetliner crashed in a
thunderstorm near the Charlotte-Douglas
International Airport in North Carolina,killing 37 of the 57 people on board.
A USAir plane crashed March 22, 1992,
n takeoff in a snowstorm at La Guardia
Airport in New York.Twenty-seven people
were killed.

• Elections

• Military

Cuts won't harm readiness Clinton opposes term limits
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Clinton's budget request for the military's
day-to-day operations next year could be
cut even more than the House and Senate
think it should be, a new congressional
report says.
The General Accounting Office, the investigative arm of Congress, said Tuesday
the Pentagon operating budget could be cut
by $4.5 billion next year without harming
overall military readiness.

The report found excesses in a broad
array of military activities from pilot training to commissaries to the management of
spare parts.
The GAO report touched on one of
the most sensitive issues in this year's
defense debate. As military spending
continues to gradually decline, Republicans and moderate Democrats are warning that the nation's readiness to fight is
slipping.

WASHINGTON(AP)— State-imposed
congressional term limits threaten the election system, the Clinton administration said
in its first official word on the volatile campaign issue. Supporters of limits said the
opposition "will come back to haunt the
president."
The administration's position is stated in
an Aug.31 request filed by Solicitor General
Drew Days III seeking permission to participate in Supreme Court oral arguments over

the validity of an Arkansas term-limits measure.
Days told the court the Arkansas law
"poses a particular threat to the federal system in that it makes membership in the Congress dependent on regulation by the states."
The Arkansas measure "contradicts the
framers' design, which was to fix the qualifications for office in the Constitution itself,
and to deny the power to add further qualifications to both the Congress and the states."
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Two ofthe mostpopular bundles
on campusthis year.
Macintosh Performa 636 4/250,
Apple° Color Plus 14"Display, AppleDesign"
Keyboard and mouse.
Only $1,399. Or about $23 a montbt

Now you can really clean up when you buy a select Macintosh Performa: For
a limited time, it comes bundled with a unique new student software set available only
from Apple. It's all the software you're likely to need in college. You'll get software that
takes you through every aspect of writing papers, the only personal organizer/calendar
created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line

Macintosh Performa 636 e1/250 with
CD-R041, Apple Color Plas 14"Display,
AppleDesign"Keyboard and mousse.
Only $1,699. Or about $28 a montbt

research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an intuitive, integrated package with a spreadsheet,
word processor, database and more. Buy a select Performa with CD-ROM, and you'll
also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. And now, with an Apple •
Computer Loan, you can own a Macintosh for less than a dollar a
day: It's the power every student needs. The power to be your best.

ple

Visit Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall or call 581-2580
Offer vpires October 17, 1994; available only while supplies last. ©1994 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Performa and Thepeaor to be your best" are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc AppleDesign is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc ClarisWorks is a
registered trademark ofClaris Corporation. An estimate based on an Apple Computer Loan of$1,480.42for the Peifomut 636, and $1,797.88for the Performa 636 with CD-ROM system shown above. Prices and loan amounts are subject to change without notice. See your Apple Campus Reseller or npresentativefor current system prices..4 5.5% loan originationfee will be added to the requested loan amount. The interest rate is variable, based on the commercialpaper rateplus 5.35%. For the month ofAugust, 1994, the interest rate was 10.10% uith an APR of11.36% 8-year loan term with no prepaymentpenalty. The monthly paymentshown assumes no deferment ofprincipal or interest. Students may deferprincipalpayments up to 4years, or untilgraduation. Deferment will change your monthly payments. The Apple Computer Loan is subject to credit
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• Healthcare politics

Sen. Cohen presses for reform to stop fraud
PORTLAND (AP) — U.S. Sen. William Cohen vowed Thursday to continue
fighting health care fraud even if his reform
measures aren't included in a scaled-down
health care bill this session.
Fraud and abuse that cost taxpayers up
to $100 billion a year cannot be ignored for
another year, the Maine Republican said.
"Health care fraud has become a very
lucrative business and some dishonest providers will do all they can to game the
system," Cohen told a news conference at
City Hall.
The fraud includes overbilling the government for goods and services, billing for
services never provided to patients and
providing kickbacks for patient referrals,
Cohen said.
Cohen cited several examples of fraud,
including a $2,800 bill charged to the government for the treatment of a minor cut on
a Medicare patient's arm at a Saco boarding home.
The woman, who suffered a 1-inch cut,
needed several dressings at a cost of less
than $40, but the medical supply company
ended up billing for unneeded gels and
surgical dressings, Cohen said.
Cohen displayed surgical dressings and
several other items that could be bought in
a drugstore for only a fraction of the cost
billed to the federal government by unscru-

pulous suppliers.
Another method used by suppliers to
defraud the government is a process called
"unbundling" in which items normally
sold as a package are broken down into
their component parts,each with a separate
bill, the senator said.
A glucose monitor kit Cohen displayed
at the news conference can be purchased in
stores for about $12, but the government
was fraudulently billed as much as $250 —
a markup of 500 percent — for the various
items contained in the kit.
Such abuse is robbing taxpayers of$11.5
million an hour and $275 million a day,the
lawmaker said.
"These cases are just the tip of a very
large iceberg of abuse and fraud that is
costing taxpayers and patients dearly —
and freezing out millions of Americans
who are currently going without affordable
health care," he said.
Much of the abuse was uncovered during a year-long investigation by Cohen's
staff on the Senate Special Committee on
Aging, where Cohen is the ranking minority member.
Cohen used his findings to draft a reform
bill that would help understaffed federal
prosecutors by doubling the penalty for
Medicare fraud to $10,000 per infraction
and using the fines for better enforcement.

Friends and Family Weekend

The bill also would make it easier to
prosecute health care fraud by drafting enforcement measures similar to federal mail
and wire fraud statutes, he said.
The health fraud package drafted by
Cohen enjoys widespread bipartisan support, but the measure failed last year in the
House because lawmakers wanted to wait
on a comprehensive health care bill.

It was attached this session to health
care packages by President Clinton, Majority Leader George Mitchell and Minority Leader Bob Dole.
Cohen said he hopes lawmakers will
include his package in a scaled-down health
care reform.If not,Cohen said he will try to
attach his package to another bill or push
for the bill separately.

...7,000 mutual funds, 2,000 insurance companies all claiming
#1 this and #1 that. Who can you turn to for objective financial advice to help you chart your course to a secure retirement?
Your Crew
Firstmark
Maine's Premier
Independent Financial
Services Company

Your Captain
Brian Bernatchez
Specialist in
retirement planning
for professionals in
higher education

Plan to attend Brian's information reception on Tuesday,
September 20,6 - 8 p.m., at the Black Bear Inn. Space is limited.
Call Gloria Blair-Chapman for reservations today at 1-800-274-3476.

next week in the Campus

Student Senate
•Student Senate nomination forms
will be available Wednesday,
September 14th.
• Forms are due back at the Student
Government Office by Wednesday,
September 21st at 3:30pm.
• Elections will be held Thursday,
September 29th.
• Must be an Undergradudate Activity
Paying Student

Any questions regarding the nomination process
should be directed to Charles Allen at the
Student Government Office or call 581-1775.

The Critical Languages
Program announces:
Modern Language Courses for Fall '94:
Bulgarian
Greek
Hebrew
Italian (1st & 2nd semester)
Japanese (1st & 2nd semester
Portugese
Classes are designed for small group and the
development of oral proficiency. 3 Cr.
Registration number is MLC 190. Appropriate
section numbers for each language and level may
be obtained at 274 Little Hall (ext. 2088) or the
Department of Modern Languages & Classics, 201
Little Hall (ext. 2073).

Imp or t ant
Interested and registering students must attend a
one hour orientation session, at either 12:00 or 1:00
p.m. on Friday,September 9,or 11:00 am on
Monday,Sept.12 in 207 Little Hall. At this time
meeting times will be determined for classes
according to the enrolling students'schedules.
Further information available from Prof. Kathleen
March,Director of the Critical Languages Program,
ext. 2088,or leave message in mailbox,201 Little Hall.
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• Harassment

• Sex Discrimination

FAA responds to groping charges

Senate finds
merit in action
against officer

WASHINGTON(AP)— Federal Aviation Administrator David Hinson ordered
his agency Thursday to drop any training
courses like those thatled to a sexual harassment lawsuit.
"If events like those recently reported
took place, they are clearly not in accordance with the spirit and intent of the agency's goals," Hinson said in a statement.
Hinson issued a statement following re-

ports of a federal lawsuit filed in Chicago in
which a male air-traffic controller charged
that he was groped and verbally harassed by
female co-workers as part of cultural diversity training sponsored by the agency.
Douglas P. Hartman, a controller in Aurora, Ill., said that at a June 1992 workshop
he and other male controllers were pressured to walk through a gantlet of female
controllers who fondled their private parts

and discussed their sexual attributes. Hartman objected but was fondled and ridiculed
anyway, he said.
He said he filed a sexual harassment
complaint after the workshop but was stonewalled by the agency and ostracized by
management. He filed a federal lawsuit Friday against the Transportation Department,
seeking an end to the retaliation and
$300,000, the maximum allowed.

• Quayle for President

Former VP touts family values again
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Dan
Quayle, testing the waters for a 1996
presidential bid, returned Thursday to
the scene of his Murphy Brown comments to hammer away again on family
values. This time he took on fathers.
Speaking to the Commonwealth Club
of California, the former vice president
said he still believes the woes of America
are largely due to the deterioration of
two-parent families.
"Too often fathers walk away from
their children, or worse yet, they don't
even know who their children are," Quayle said to the luncheon crowd of about
1,000. "Raising a child is not just a
mother's responsibility."
President Bush's former sidekick
said he will wait until after the Novem-

Quayle, who attended DePauw Uniber elections before deciding whether
to seek the Republican presidential versity and Indiana University Law
School,said that times have changed from
nomination.
In his speech, Quayle said he couldn't the "peace and prosperity in the 1950s,
understand the controversy he sparked in through the 'if-it-feels-good, do-it,'
1992 when he criticized the fictitious 1960s,to the'me generation' ofthe 1970s
Brown, a successful TV news reporter and then to the 'values-free zone' of the
who decided to have a child out of wed- '80s and '90s."
"This cavalier attitude toward values
lock. He told the Commonwealth Club at
is
felt most painfully in fatherless famithe time that Brown mocked "the imporlies,"
alone,
he said.
tance of fathers by bearing a child
reform, tax incentives for
another
lifestyle
Welfare
and calling it just
married
couples
and better entertainchoice."
"What I was talking about then and ment and sports role models would help
what I am reiterating today is the impor- rebuild America's families, Quayle said.
"If children grow up never knowing
tance offathers," he said,"Especially for
youngsters who don't come into the world their father, they're bound to assume that
with a stock portfolio and a reserved place fathers are irrelevant, and that males are
not accountable," Quayle said.
at an Ivy League University."

Back to school spending
priorities
9%
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Dr. Records - 20 Main St. - Orono
New & Used Cassettes/LP's/CD's
Orono's only underground record store.

Pizza
Welcomes You Back!
Free delivery
Two 10" single topping .1
pizzas or One extra large
18" cheese pizza for
866-5505
$6.99
Also specializing in hot
expires 9/30

and cold subs.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A key allegation in a female CIA officer's sex discrimination suit — that the spy agency
improperly investigated and reprimanded
her for misconduct — was reviewed and
rejected by two female Senate Intelligence
Committee auditors last year, a congressional official said Wednesday.
The conclusion reached by the committee's auditors undercuts one ofthe central accusations in the lawsuit, details of
which were declassified Tuesday.
The suit, filed under seal July 14 in
federal court in Alexandria, Va., claims
the CIA inspector general used intimidation and other improper tactics in investigating the female officer. The charges
against her included drunken behavior,
excessive overtime claims and misuse of a
government helicopter.
She in turn claims the charges were
made in retaliation for her exposing the
misdeeds of a male deputy and others on
her staff. This happened while she was the
chief of a CIA station in Latin America.
She asserts that the reprimand effectively
ended her chances for advancement in the
clandestine service, which is responsible
for recruiting and handling agents abroad.
Tim Carlsgaard, deputy staff director
for the Senate Intelligence Committee,
said the panel's two female auditors examined the methods used by the CIA inspector general and found that "fitting"
action was taken against the officer. The
auditors did not interview witnesses nor
attempt to reach a judgment on the broader question of sexism within the agency,
Carlsgaard said.
The female officer — designated in
her complaint by the pseudonym "Jane
Doe Thompson" — claims her career was
ruined by the CIA reprimand issued in
February 1993. In 1989 she had become
the first CIA chief of station in Latin
America.
At the request of the intelligence committee, CIA Director R. James Woolsey
last year reviewed the 1992 investigation
by the agency's inspector general and reaffirmed its conclusion that the woman
should be reprimanded, Carlsgaard said.
The CIA has declined to comment publicly on the suit.
The complaint, which was heavily censored by the CIA before its release Tuesday, paints a picture of an agency in which
sexism is deeply ingrained and senior male
officers get away with alcohol-impaired
work and sexual promiscuity.
The accusations come at a difficult
moment for the CIA, which is trying to
strengthen its hiring and promotion of
minorities and women at the same time it
is managing a substantial overall cut in
total employment and in its budget. Woolsey has publicly acknowledged the CIA
culture is too male-dominated.
Separate from the Thompson case, a
large group of about 100 other female CIA
case officers is alleging the agency's clandestine service has discriminated against
women in promotions, country assignments and tasks. These women are threatening, but have not filed, a class-action
suit.
Thompson is seeking damages against
the CIA for sex discrimination and other
violations of her civil rights, as well as
defamation of character and emotional
distress.
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• Women's soccer preview
• Men's soccer preview
• Michigan - Notre Dame outlook

• Black Bear football

• Preview

Bears drop first game BU &
Several NHL players end
holdout
Several NHL players are ending their
holdouts, possibly feeling if they don't,
they might be locked out.
With training camps opening this
week, but no collective bargaining
agreement in place,a lockout of players
by owners is a possibility.
Right wing Cam Neely, who wants
to be an unrestricted free agent next
season, agreed to a one-year deal with
the Boston Bruins on Tuesday.
Neely, one of the league's top goalscorers despite a succession of serious
injuries, ended his brief holdout and
agreed to a one-year contract.
Neely scored 50 goals in 49 games
before a right knee injury on March 22
ended his season. He was limited by
injury to 22 games the previous two
seasons, but scored 20 goals.
Neely and the Bruins reportedly
reached agreement earlier on a base
salary of $1.4 million, with incentives
that could add $1 million.
The Bruins want the right to match
any offer Neely receives after he becomes a free agent.
Buffalo decided to hold on to injured center Pat LaFontaine for at least
five more years, making him the fourthhighest paid player in the game in the
process.
LaFontaine, who missed most of
last season with a serious knee injury,
was the NHL's second-leading scorer
two seasons ago.

Baseball strike talks
continue
With the season just a day away
from being canceled, striking baseball
players delivered a "taxation" plan to
owners Thursday and hoped it would
be accepted in place of a salary cap.
Players presented their idea to owners during a 30-minute meeting in the
early evening, and owners said they
would review it overnight.
"Ifthere's a settlement within reach,
or a possibility of that coming, I don't
think there's a time frame on this,''said
the Dodgers' Brett Butler. Soon after
the proposal was delivered,acting commissioner Bud Selig said in Milwaukee
that the deadline, which he set last week,
"still applies."
Both sides had said they expected a
formal bargaining session to take place
Thursday, but it never developed.
"The proposal, according to the
union, is based on a framework similar
to the revenue-sharing agreement owners adopted last January. Instead of a
salary cap, however, it includes a taxation concept in which clubs could have
any payroll they wanted, but would be
forced to share a larger amount oflocally generated revenue as their payrolls
increased.
A group of three team officials met
with union lawyers Wednesday night
to discuss the concepts considered by
the Union.

By Larry Rogers
Sports Editor
If you happened to be one of the 6,269
fans on hand for Saturday's football matchup between UMaine and Central Florida,
perhaps you walked away scratching your
head, swearing you just saw two games.
In the first-half the powerful Golden
Knights of Central Florida, ranked as high
as no. 1 in some pre-season polls, cruised to
a 28-3 lead. They literally scored at will on
the under-manned Black Bears, reaching
the paydirt on their first four possessions
with an offensive display right out of the
Arena Football League.
The second-half was virtually a stalemate,as UCF failed to score again while the
Black Bears managed just a field goal.
"They (Maine) made some adjustments
in the second half that we didn't adjust to,"
said UCF head coach Gene McDowell."We
kept trying to run some plays that worked
for us in the first half, but Maine wouldn't
let us."
Maine was playing without five
starters,including four on defense,for eligibility violations.
The game featured the explosive offense
of the Golden Knights, a team loaded with
high-profile players, which proved to get all
the points they needed in the first-half. Senior quarterback Darrin Hinshaw completed 10 of 20 passes for 245 yards and 2
touchdowns, while Florida State transfer
Marquette Smith rushed for 122 yards on 21
carries, including a 33-yard TD scamper.
The Black Bears did lead in the game.
After marching 57 yards on 10 plays to the
UCF 20 on their opening drive, kicker Tom
Dadmun booted a 38-yard field goal. The
drive was highlighted by a 13-yard run by
sophomore tailback Bob Jameson(89 yards,
20 carries) and two UCF penalties.
The lead did not last long however, as it
took UCFjust 1:34 to go62 yards on 4 plays
to get their first TD,a Marquette Smith 33yard jaunt.
The Golden Knights never looked back
and cruised the rest ofthe way,as their array
ofoffensive weapons proved to be too lethal
for the Maine defense.
"Obviously you could see how talented
that football team is," said UMaine head
coach Jack Cosgrove. "They have a 3,000

Colgate an
even match

yard passer from last year (Hinshaw), a
tailback from FSU and two All-American
linemen."
The Bears' running game was impressive with 149 yards, and they produced 19
HAMILTON,N.Y.(AP)—It will be Bosfirst downs. Senior quarterback Emilio Coton University quarterback Robert Dougherty
lon had an average day,completing 12 of 19
putting the ball in the air Saturday,but it will be
passes for just 100 yards.
Colgate's secondary on the offensive.
Defensively for Maine, freshman free
"We have to almost be offense-minded
safety Derek Carter made nine tackles, inwhen they are throwing the ball," Colgate
cluding seven unassisted, and an intercepcoach Ed Sweeney said.
tion.
"We have to get our hands on the ball. We
Football Notes: Central Florida may be
have to go after it when it's in the air. The more
one of the best teams Maine has ever played.
we do to keep Dougherty offthe field,the better
They were rated number one in Div. I-AA,
our chances," Sweeney said.
in Sports Illustrated's College Football PreSaturday's contest at Andy Kerr Stadium
view issue. They will be moving up to Div.
will be the season-opener for both schools.
I-A in '96 and will be playing the likes of
Colgate, now in its second season with
Florida and Florida State.
Sweeney atthe helm,was 3-7-1 a year ago.The
•According to the latest issue of the
Terriers were 12-1 and advanced to the Division
NCAA News,UMaine plays the 13th toughI-AA quarterfinals last season and are among
est schedule in Div.I-AA. Central Florida's
the division's top teams again this year.
schedule was rated 29th.
Last year,the Red Raiders defense revealed
'Due to NCAA regulations, employees
a penchant for interceptions with a Patriot
of the university could not reveal the names
League-high of 18.
of the players missing in Saturday's game,
While Dougherty earned Yankee Conferhowever, Brendon Parker, Rob Shaw, Jeff
see BU & COLGATE
Commissiong,Ako Stafford and Greg were
page 23
on the sidelines with no apparent injury.

%ft

Tailback Bob Jameson heads upfield; Jameson ran for 89 yards on 20 carries
(Lackowski Photo)

• NCAA violations

Self-review reveals more ineligible players
By Larry Rogers
Sports Editor
The University ofMaine discovered more
eligibility violations while undergoing a selfreview process, which began last spring and
is still in progress.
The review,intended to expose any more
errors, has discovered several more in the
existing compliance procedures. The most
recent was discovered on August 17, when
university officials became aware that they
had been misinterpreting an NCAA eligibility rule for a period of time, possibly going
back a decade.
The NCAA rule 14.4.3.1.5, which deals
with credit hours earned toward degree credit, states that student-athletes in their third
year of study, or fifth semester, must earn at

least 24 credits in a 12-month period. The
credits must count towards a student's major.
The university had been interpreting the
rule as stating that the 24 credits pertain to all
course credits earned.
UMaine officials announced on Sept. 2
that up to nine student-athletes would possibly be affected and may sit out their season
opening games. The NCAA is not forcing the
student-athletes to sit out. Rather, the university is taking a precautionary measure to
avoid further violations.
The university would not reveal the names
ofany ofthe student-athletes citing the Buckley Amendment,but several key members of
the university's football team were missing in
last Saturday's 28-6 loss to Central Florida.
The players included: Rob Shaw, Jeff Cornmissiong, Ako Stafford, Greg Mikell, and

Brendon Parker. They were all listed as
injured, but appeared to be healthy on the
sidelines in plain clothes.
University officials are concentrating on
current fall sports athletes at the present time.
The NCAA does have a four-year statute of
limitations that may possibly omit players who
competed while ineligible beyond four years
ago, unless they are a current fifth-year senior.
The NCAA also ruled that the Latti Fitness Center is a public facility which charges
fees during the summer,making it a violation
to allow athletes free access during the summer.
Those involved were allowed to remain
eligible,after they paid the university fees for
summer use. The NCAA did not seek further
penalties.
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• UMaine women's soccer preview

Petrucelli excited about first year coaching Bears
By Tony Hallett
Volunteer Writer
Already hindered by injuries, the University of Maine women's soccer team remains excited about the 1994 season.
Last year the Black Bears went 2-12-3
overall, and currently stand at 0-1 after losing the season opener to Army 4-2.
"We have a lot of injuries we have to
work through. . . once all the players are
back to 100%, things will fall into place,"
head coach Lisa Petruccelli said Wednesday.
This is Petruccelli's first season as coach
of the women's soccer team, after spending
one season as a graduate assistant at the
University of Maryland last fall.
Team co-captain and goalkeeper Allison
Snooks already has a great deal of faith in

the Bears' new coach.
"(Petruccelli) has helped a lot," Snooks
said.
What does Snooks say is the team's
primary goal this season?
"We're going to win," she said
Snooks hopes to aid the team in any
way she can.
"I want to play to my potential every
game, and do whatever it takes to help the
team win," Snooks said. Continuing, she
told of how the team itself plans to "play
with lots of intensity, and be consistent."
There are several returning players
UMaine fans should watch for.
"Both of our captains, Sharon Rothwell
and Allison Snooks are very strong, very
dynamic players," Petruccelli said.
Rothwell,a seniorforward,had two goals
and two assists for six points in '93, while

Snooks sported a 1.99 goals against average
in 16 games, including five shutouts.
"Rachel Ryan will step up and play what
we need in the midfield, and Jen Farina(21-5)is always fun to watch,she can play the
ball well with her feet," Petruccelli said of
two of UMaine's more seasoned players.
Sophomore midfielder Lori Pottie(3-06)will also be counted upon for some scoring punch. Senior backs Amanda Darlak(10-2) and Tiya Eggan (0-1-1) solidify the

defense.
The Black Bear women will have to
overcome several tough opponents, as well
as the current injuries, in their search for a
NAC title.
"Anyone in the NAC is obviously a
rivalry. Hartford is one of the toughest
teams we're going to face," Petruccelli predicted.
The Black Bears have been spending
much of their time in practice working on

Sugarloaf USA
College Season Pass
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Athletic Ticket Office

Phi Gamma Delta

RUSH
79 College Ave
last house on the right.
Call 866-4485 for rides.
• Friday, September 9th at 4pm
Stick Ball Tournament
•Saturday, September 10th at 4pm
BBQ with Sorority
•Week of September 12th - September 15th
Dinner at the castle.

Players like Rachel Ryan (#22), will be counted on to step up for the Black Bears
(Boyd Photo).

Rose Bike
SALE
"New bikes at used bike prices"

Monday and Tuesday
September 12th & 13th
North and South Lown Room. Memorial Union
• Mountain Bike prices starting at $265
• $20 worth of accessories free to UM Students
and faculty with purchase of a bike.
• Free 30 day tune up
• Full lifetime warranty
• Quality bikes by TREK, GT,JAMIS
• Local service at
Rose Bike
9 Pine Street
Orono, ME
Tel: 866-3525
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• Men's soccer

Women's soccer

Men's soccer returns strong players
By Jeannie Blancq
Sports Writer
In the past it has been said that the
UMaine men's soccer team was a team
filled with individual talent but little ability
to convert this into a team effort.
Could this be the season the Black Bears
capitalize on their talent and experience to
win the North Atlantic Conference?
According to head coach Scott Atherley
this may be such a year.
Despite the loss of three key players,
two to graduation and one to injury,and the
addition of assistant coach Ryan Kelly,
there is little turnover on the roster.
"We certainly have the individual talent," Atherley said. "We have the athleticism and we have the will and the work
ethic to be successful. I think our biggest
challenge is on a daily basis playing consistently and staying within a collective framework."
Last season the team ended with an
overall record of7-8-1 (3-3-1 in the NAC),
without gaining a bid into the NAC playoffs.
Despite inexperience at the goalkeeper
position, there are eight starters returning
from last season,seven of which arejuniors
or seniors.
UMaine has begun the 1994 season with
consecutive shutout victories, a 2-0 blanking of Fairfield University and an 8-0 win
over the Iona Gaels in winning the Diadora
Classic in Kingston, R.I.
So far the goalkeeping duties have been
split betweenjuniorJeremy Dube and freshman Nathan Benoit. Dube was named to

the All-Tournament team, making one save the sidelines. Strong said the team is balagainst Iona. Benoit made two saves in the anced with solid players in the back and a lot
Fairfield game.
of experience in the midfield and front line.
Dube, in three games last season fin"We have all the tools to win sixteen
ished with a save percentage average of.833 games this year and hopefully nothing is
and had a 1.13 goals against average.
going to stop us," Strong said.
Atherley sees the toughest challenge
coming from within the conference, which
boasts many strong teams.
Entering his second season as the Black
Bears head coach, Atherley looks at different aspects of play that need refining. Staying focused mentally and playing collectively as a team remain the biggest challenges.
"We need to work on our attack and
finishing all of our opportunities in the final
third," Atherley said.
Senior captain Bob Strong, and juniors
Mike Dunphy,Dan Noblet,and Jake Ouimet
each scored a pair of goals against Iona.
Dunphy scored both goals against Fairfield
giving him a team-best four.
Kelly, Dunphy, and sophomore Kyle
Gray were also named to the All-Tournament team.
Ouimet has led the Black Bears in scoring the last two seasons. In 1993 he tallied
eight goals and three assists for 19 points.
Strong (6-4-16), sophomore Paul Davison (3-0-6), Dunphy (5-6-16) and Kelly (22-6)contribute notably to the offense. Noblet, Gray,junior Conor Ward,senior George Jake Ouimet has been Maine's leadSherry,junior Dustin Perkins, senior Paulo ing scorer the last two years (File).
Nunes,and junior Jared Morse add depth to
UMaine's roster.
Strong and Noblet will lead the team on
the field while alternate captain Conor Ward,
out with a broken leg, will be a leader from

CLASSIFIEDS
581-1273

playing the ball quicker, and "playing the
ball to our own feet,instead of open spaces,"
as Petruccelli put it.
"They (the women) are working hard,
and we hope everyone will come out to see
us play."

BU & COLGATE
ence Player of the Year honors in 1993 by
passing for 2,875 and 18 touchdowns, he was
prone to interceptions. He threw 17.
"A lot of that is just because they throw so
much," Sweeney said,noting the Terriers use a
run-and-shoot offense. "He does put it up at
times when the coverage is tight. It just shows
how much confidence he has in himselfand his
receivers."
Still, it's no secret that to defeat Boston
University,Colgate hasto keep the game alowscoring one.
"They can score quickly. We have to drive
for touchdowns. We can't afford to get into a
scoring match," Sweeney said.
The Terriers' offense may not be as formidable as it was lastseason when it averaged 30.5
points a game. BU lost its top rusher and
receiver to graduation.
But wideouts Carnell Henderson,Edmund
Mantle and Ron Stephenson return.They combined for 115 catches for 1,442 yards and 11
touchdowns last season.
Dougherty may be the Terriers' best running threat. He rushed for 380 yards a year ago,
mostly on scrambles.
On defense, BU is led by All-America
cornerback Chris Helon, whose 12 interceptions led all divisions last season.
Colgate enters the game with a young,
inexperienced team. Of the 82 players on the
Colgate roster,52arefreshmen or sophomores.

Vinyl Fetish
WMEB announces Ns once only Giant Record Given/Way
WMEB is the Univeristy of Maine's radio station broadcasting at 91.9 FM.
For the next two weeks, WMEB will be giving out its back catalogue of used
LPs that have been pulled from the rotation.
All you have to do is traverse into East Annex and pick out your favorite ones.
While you are there, take some time to discover what WMEB has to offer you.
Applications are being accepted until Thursday September 15th for
News Director, Sports Director and Promotions Director.
So stop by our offices at East Annex in the first two weeks of classes, get
some free music, talk to the staff, and find out more about YOUR college
radio station WMEB 91.9 FM, the only alternative.
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*College football

Michigan - Notre Dame; a lot at stake
By Ron Lesko
AP Sports Writer
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) — Notre
Dame coach Lou Holtz rolled out some of
his best "we're-worse-than-they-are" material Tuesday as his No. 3 Fighting fish
prepare for their critical second-week game
against No. 6 Michigan in South Bend on
Saturday.

Even with Michigan running back Tyrone Wheatley doubtful with a separated
shoulder and two other key Wolverines expected to miss the game, Holtz slathered on
the hyperbole
"This Michigan team is the most talented, best football team they've had since I've
been here," he said. "... Right now,I worry
about Michigan embarrassing us."
Michigan's Gary Moeller Quivers at the

• NBA

Jordan, NBA return?
By Rick Gano
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO(AP)—MichaelJordan,who
as an NBA player displayed an uncanny
ability to change his shots in midair, has
changed his mind.He's going to play one last
game in Chicago Stadium.
Last week,Jordan said he wouldn't compete in a charity basketball game hosted by
his former Chicago Bulls teammate Scottie
Pippen. But Thursday, Pippen announced
Jordan would join other NBA stars in Friday
night's exhibition.
"It's going to be a great reunion, a great
opportunity for us to go out and have some
fun," said Pippen, who teamed with Jordan
to lead the Bulls to three straight NBA titles.
Jordan just completed his first season of
minor league baseball with the Double-A
Birmingham Barons,the minor league affiliate of the Chicago White Sox, after retiring
from the Bulls 11 months ago. He will be
making his first basketball appearance since
June 1993 when Chicago beat the Phoenix
Suns in Game 6 for the Bulls' third straight

title.
"Michael is a great athlete, and I'm sure
he's not going to come out there and embarrass himself," said Pippen, who put together
the charity game along with the PUSH Excel
Foundation.
"This gives me an opportunity to play
against him for the first time in my career,"
Pippen added.
Jordan and Pippen will be playing on
opposite sides.
The stadium has been replaced by the
United Center across the street and the exhibition game will be one final sendoff for the
"Madhouseon Madison"thatopened in 1929.
The announcement that Jordan would
play quickly made Friday's game one of the
hottest tickets in Chicago.
"It will be extra special, not just for me
but for the fans,for the players who came out
to watch the game. There are so many great
memories in the stadium, and we're going to
have one last hurrah," Pippen said.
NBA players B.J. Armstrong, Horace
Grant,Toni Kukoc,Charles Oakley and John
Starks also are scheduled to play.

thought of Fighting Irish quarterback Ron
Powlus, even though Notre Dame could neither run the ball nor stop the run against
Northwestern in last weekend's42-15 victory.
Michigan struggled at times in a 34-26
victory over Boston College without Wheatley and receiver Walter Smith, both preseason casualties.
The Wolverines also lostlinebacker Matt
Dyson in that game.
"You're never going to be able to handle
something like this," Moeller said of the
injuries, "whether it's the beginning of the
season or the end of the season."
One team will solidify its place as a
legitimate national championship contender Saturday, the other will need lots of help
to get back in the race. It has been this way
between these traditional rivals for more
than a decade.
These games make a season,and that one
dream season can make a coach's career.
Holtz and Moeller know that, and their griping comes more from pure anxiety than a
desire to gain a mental edge.
Only once since the series resumed in
1978 has the Michigan-Notre Dame winner
gone on to the national championship. That
was 1988, when the Irish won 19-17 after
Michigan's Mike Gillette missed a last-play
field goal.
The game comes early in the season,
usually the first or second game for both
teams,and the climb back through the rankings is difficult for the loser.

Save a whale, hug a tree

Maine Campus Classifieds

Wanted: Part-time child care provider ir
our home M/W/F a.m. (flexible). Please
call 827-2919.
Residents On Campus positions available: Programming Chair, Secretary.
Pick up applications at the ROC office 3rd
floor Memorial Union or call x-1760.
Applications due by Sept. 16.

clean, beautiful river view excellent location $640 mo. heated 827-6212
Orono, 5BDRM APT $1000 heat/
hotwater incl school year lease considered call 827-3780 please leave message.
Apartmentfor rent:4 bedroom apartment 2 1/2 baths lease & security
deposit, can accommodate 4/6 students. tel: days 827-4550, evenings
732-3368

for rent

roommates

4BR House walking distance to campus
large yard, deck, heat included all nevN,
carpets $850.00. 827-3718
1&2 BR Apts clean sunny convenient tc
campus & stores. Prices $395-$425 includes most/all utilities. 827-3718
House near campus 4 BR wall to wal
carpets convenient to shopping, deck
private drive $750 plus utilities 827-3718.
Rooms for rent in modern townhouse
apts. 1 mi. to univ. clean $ modern
$225mo. all utilities incl. 827-6212
5 bedroom,2full baths, modern kitchen,
beautiful river views. 1 mi. to univ. $80C
mo. heated call 827-6212
3 bedroom apt. 1 mi. to univ. modern

Share lovely home in Orono modern,
clean, quiet, furnished washer dryer,
phone, great deal for nice student. Clara
866-3701.
1 person needed (male or female) for
Hubbard Farms apt. Call John after 6:00
(866-4180).

help wanted

for sale
CarStereos,Alarms,Rem.Starters,Sales/
installation.Rockford-Forsgate,Eclispe,JVC,
JBL •Sound Shapers 989-1889.
Never used Style Writer II Macintosh
Printer asking 150 firm 945-6901 leave
message.

Holtz has beaten Michigan five of eight
times since he came to South Bend in 1986,
with a 17-17 tie two years ago.
Moeller only has beaten the Irish once in
four tries. That 1991 victory at Michigan
Stadium propelled Desmond Howard to the
Heisman Trophy and made the Wolverines a
national title frontrunner, until they lost at
home to Florida State the following week.
The rivalry is packed with memories:
Rocket Ismail returning two kickoffs for
touchdowns in Notre Dame's 1989 victory,
Howard's fingertip TD catch in '91, Notre
Dame's emotional victory in Ann Arbor a
year ago amid criticism from the book "Under the Tarnished Dome."
This year is the last time Michigan and
Notre Dame will play until 1997.
"Each and every one of them is different," Holtz said of the rivalry. "If you ask
me about the'89 game,the'92 game,something wouldjump into my mind. That's why
it's a great series.That's the way great games
should be; a close play here, a close play
there."
Michigan is the only team with a winning
record against the fish, 14-10-1, but Notre
Dame is 8-5-1 since '78.
They are, according to the title of a new
book about the rivalry,"Natural Enemies."
"You can never forget about it," Irish
nose guard Oliver Gibson said, "because
you realize what this means,not only to your
team and the coaching staff, but to the school
and rest of the country."

Stop by the basement ofLord
Hall for your classified ad.

Several used, reconditioned road
bikes for sale. $25 to $100. All profits to
charity. 942-2514 Bob.
Macintosh H Computer. Complete system including printer only 4500. Call
Chris at 866-5685.
Queen size waterbed $50 call 8274031 Please leave message.
Washer & Dryer $100 for both call 8274031 Please leave message.

miscellaneous
'Tis Amy-Lookingfor a Michael Francis
Janosco. Please call.(603) 242-3447.
Female/Male Exotic Dancers for all
your party needs. Rated G, PG, R, R+.
Exotica 947-4406. New talent welcomed.

Don't forget, we
offer free lost &
found ads. Just
call 581-1273.

3 lines
3 days
3 bucks.
That's all it costs to
place your classified ad.
Just stop by the basement of Lord Hall,
Mon.-Thurs.9 am-5 pm
and Fri.9 am-4 pm.
All classifieds must
be prepaid.

